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Important letter

to members
April 19, 2020

ABA membership during COVID-19
Thank you for your continued patience as members of the National Executive evaluate the options
available to us in order to provide members with a membership remedy during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Following our statement made on April 9, the National Executive has held a National Management
Meeting via Skype that has allowed us to comprehensively discuss our position and thoughts
surrounding our membership fees.
The National Executive will need to conduct a full review of the impact the virus has had on
our Association, our financial position and long-term viability as a not-for-profit organisation. In the
meantime, it’s important that we update our members and provide a formal remedy based on this
stage of the crisis. This decision may need to be reviewed down the track should restrictions still apply
in eight weeks’ time. To date, the ABA has restricted archery activities for four weeks, which was
followed by further mandatory Federal and State/Territory directives.
As of April 19, all current financial members (and new joining members who join during the crisis)
will have their membership expiry date extended by three months, allowing a 15-month membership
time. For example, if you are due for renewal on May 31 2020, this payment is now extended to August
31 2020. If you have paid your membership due March 31 2020 already, it is now due June 30 2021.
Please allow some time for the members’ portal to be updated and administration changes to take
effect. Some members may choose to pay earlier and this action is most welcome.
This extension will remain in place until all restrictions relating to club activities Australia wide
are lifted. The National Executive will release a further statement once we have this clarification and
membership renewals will revert to 12 months.
This decision is therefore subject to further review should we find that the crisis continues to affect
our sporting activities. Furthermore, we understand our clubs may be financially impacted from the
COVID-19 crisis and may experience some difficulties. I take this opportunity to issue a reminder that
the national body is open to enquiries about financial assistance on a case-by-case situation.
Thank you again for your understanding over these unprecedented times and we thank you for your
continued financial support. This helps our Association to keep running.
As advised in our original statements on March 18 and April 9, if you have a specific membership
query, please email officemanager@bowhunters.org.au. Questions or statements on Facebook will not
be addressed.
Kind regards

Amanda Skinner
National Treasurer
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o ou re s a n a o e instead of going to archery
practice days and shoots. The events you’ve been looking
forward to have been cancelled or postponed indefinitely. If
you still go out to work, it’s work, grocery shopping, home.
If you’re working from home, retired or not working at the
moment, it’s home, home, grocery shopping, home. There’s
a li le more time in your schedule these days. Perhaps now
is a good time to think about all the positives that archery
brings to life, and to share your thoughts. The maga ine could
certainly do with your input as we don’t have any field archery
shoots to cover for the next issue As long as the printer can
keep printing, we’re happy to publish to be a placemarker in
the archery world so that when life returns to normal we’re
still here. Send in your favourite photos and your stories. ere
are a few ideas to get you started.
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Please submit articles and
advertisements by these dates

e
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2020
ol 5 No.
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July-August
September- ctober
November- ecember
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1 August
1 ctober

January-February
March-April
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Comment
How it all started—my first day as an archer
My best experience with archery so far
What archery means in my life
A day in the life of an archer
Bowhunting’s biggest bonus
The most amazing hunt of my life
The funniest thing happened while out on the range …
ou get the idea Take this opportunity to think more
deeply about your favourite activity. Maybe archery has taught
you patience or an additional new skill (like making your own
arrows), given you confidence to do things you’ve never tried
before, forged deep friendships you would otherwise never
have had. elve deep and see if this exercise can help you
appreciate the positives in life during these unusual times. If
we have to stay at home more, using some of this time for self
re ection can only be a good thing. And if you write something
that gets published in Archery Action, that’s a feather in your
cap to be sure It can be a story or a couple of paragraphs. Just
start writing and see what you come up with. Send to editor@
archeryactionmaga ine.com.
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FREELANCE CONTRIBUTIONS
are welcomed by this maga ine and articles should be addressed to The Editor, Archery Action, at the above address. The Editor accepts no responsibility
for unsolicited material. Colour photographs or high resolution scans are suitable for publication. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope with
your articles to enable notification of acceptance or otherwise and return
of article if required. Photographs returned only if stamped, self-addressed
envelope is enclosed.
Emailed contributions should be sent in plain (editable) text only and any
photos should be sent as separate a achments, not embedded in the story
text.
DISCLAIMER
All expressions of opinion in Archery Action with utdoor Connections are
published on the basis that they re ect the personal opinion of the authors,
and as such are not to be taken as expressing the official opinion of the publishers unless expressly so stated. Artemis Productions accepts no responsibility for the accuracy of any opinion or information, or the reader’s reliance
upon it, contained in this maga ine.
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The fox

and

by CHERYL MORRIS
Cheryl with her fox.
6
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the hero
a id chec ing the blood spa er

veryone has their own hero;
some have more than one. I
certainly do.
In my teens, my now husband
Troy introduced me to David Luxford
who he had met through archery and
bowhunting. Soon I was joining them
shooting arrows at the Macalister
Trophy Bowhunters Club. I was never
a great shot and lacked the passion for
the sport that they both had. When
our children arrived and we moved
interstate, it was the perfect excuse
for me to hang up my bow.
Fast forward a few decades, and
I decided it was high time I gave it
another crack. (If you can’t beat
them, join them ) Troy did a lot of
research, making sure my equipment
was set up properly and with the help
of great mate Doug Bourman, spent
many hours fine-tuning my shooting
and building my confidence. Soon I
was joining them most weekends at
Western Plains Archers Club and going
on various hunting trips in estern
Australia and Victoria.
It was on one such trip in
November 2019 in the Victorian high
country that avid joined Troy, oug
and me at Timberline Self- uided
Sambar unts. ur primary aim was
to hunt the elusive sambar deer with
the possibility of ge ng foxes, hares
and rabbits.
n the afternoon of the second
ARCHERY ACTION
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day, I had the opportunity to head out
with David. While we had been friends
for more than 30 years, I had never
had the chance to go fox whistling
with David. I had always wanted to
shoot a fox with David. To me, he is
a fox-hunting king. is yearly skull
collection hanging in his shed is mind
blowing and testament to this. When
he suggested we have a quick whistle
on our way to our hunting location, I
was beyond excited.
As we strolled along, David
explained the plan. We would set up
standing in the shade beside a tree.
I would stand on one side while he
stood off to the opposite side and
whistled. I was very nervous when we
stopped at a spot David said we would
give a try, but I dutifully stood there
with an arrow nocked while David kept
whistling without any results.
We walked another 500m before
David suggested we would have
another whistle so we set up again,

8
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Sharing a special moment with the man who was there all those years ago when
she fired her first arrow and who three decades later whistled in heryl’s
first fox

with me about 3m in front of David on
the right side. avid tried a different
whistle this time and fairly gave it a
good blasting and for a long time. I
would have given up when suddenly
David leaned over and said that there
was one coming up over the far ridge
in front of us. David kept whistling as I
waited in anticipation. The fox’s head
popped over the crest about 20m to
the left of where I’d thought it would
appear.
The fox was on a mission, cresting

the ridge then stopping for a quick
look around before heading straight
for us as David whistled away.
I drew my bow and I was locked in
as soon as I saw the fox appear over the
hilltop. I had no idea how long I should
hold on as she kept approaching I
just kept my focus on her chest as she
was running directly towards us. When
I guessed the fox was about 10m away,
I let my arrow y.
All I saw was the fox back ip and
run off. As I turned to avid I saw a

huge smile on his face; it took a few
seconds to register that the shot was
on the money as David pointed out my
fox that had expired only 20m away.
I was so emotional that I shed
a few tears as I gave David a huge
hug. David walked me through the
blood-spla ered trail even though
we could see my fox just waiting for
us. These moments were memorable
and important for any development
and future solo hunting I may do. n
examination of my fox, we found it was
a good-si ed vixen with a great coat.
Luckily for me, I know and hunt with a
great taxidermist
eading back to camp that night
to meet Troy and oug was exciting. It
was ama ing to share this achievement
with three of the most in uential
bowhunters in my life.
Thank you, Troy and Doug for your
never-ending support taking me on
your trips and for everything you have
done and continue to do for me, even
though I complain most weekends I do
really appreciate it.
David, what can I say? Thank you for
being there when I fired my first arrow
all those years ago and for fulfilling my
dream of hunting foxes with the man,
the myth, the legend.

The vixen … mounted as a permanent memory of a special hunt.
ARCHERY ACTION
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AFFILIATIONS
BOWHUNTING:
FIELD ARCHERY:

WEBSITE h

p //www.bowhunters.org.au

NATIONAL OFFICE

BRANCH CONTACTS

ffice Manager, Kerry Chandler
P Box 512
B EN A E Q
500
Ph (0 ) 325 39
Email officemanager@bowhunters.org.au

C MM NICATI N P

T C

The protocol for contacting officers is Member
speaks to relevant club officer. If the club officer
cannot answer the query the officer passes it to
the Branch representative who then contacts the
relevant National fficer if required.
If you have any queries for National fficers, please
direct your communication to the National ffice
(contact details as above).

NATIONAL OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
Tony artcher
SENI
ICE-P ESI ENT
alph Boden (appointed)
ICE-P ESI ENT, B
NTIN
Allan river (appointed)
ICE-P ESI ENT, FIE
Bruce Kelleher
TREASURER
Amanda Skinner
NATI NA MEAS E
arry Pi
NATI NA ASSISTANT MEAS E
Troy Morris
NATIONAL SCORE RECORDER
Brian Taylor
NATIONAL ASSISTANT SCORE RECORDER
Sally-Anne Mc rigor
NATI NA C MM NICATI NS FFICE
Alan Avent
I B
NTE E CATI N
ay Morgan
DIRECTOR OF COACHING
Tom Cornell
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WORLD BOWHUNTING ASSOCIATION
INTERNATIONAL FIELD ARCHERY ASSOCIATION
CONFEDERATION OF AUSTRALIAN SPORT

Northern Territory
North Queensland
Central Queensland
South Queensland
North New South ales
South NS and ACT
ippsland, ictoria
Central and reater ictoria
South Australia
estern Australia
Tasmania see ictoria
Trophy Bowhunters of Australia

Ken enderson
ayne Salmon
Andrew i le
Bre
illaton
Peter Stubbs
od Moad
Mark Burrows
Steve ld
Bre aymond
Ken Neill

0 13 820 818
0 29 38 925
0 20 925 83
0 01 32 132
(02)
3 1559
0 1 95 31
0 19 550 510
0 18 1 980
0 18 810 598
0 18 92 8 2

alph Boden

(02) 392 810

BOWHUNTING
DIVISION REPORT
by Allan river
( ice-President Bowhunting ivision – appointed)

2019 season Bowhunting Awards
e’ve had some very interesting
times so far this year with severe
bushfires, continuing drought and
now the C I -19 virus taking hold
of our great nation.
The national body has put in
place restrictions as recommended
by the Federal and State overnment
bodies on the virus situation, as you
should all be aware by now.
unters in our association may
be a li le bit be er off as many of us

are solitary hunters or travel in pairs
to hunting destinations out in the
bush to stalk feral game away from
the multitudes.
No ma er how keen you are to
hunt, naturally you must obey any
travel crackdowns. ou wouldn’t
want to unwi ngly spread the
virus.
Talking about virus threats, it
is important for hunters to take
precautions with regard to handling

animal carcasses. Some animals such as
foxes and pigs can carry nasty things that
can be dangerous to humans. Make sure
you carry disposable gloves with you at
all times to handle dead game.
In the north of Australia, there are
concerns that African Swine Fever may
eventually come into the country. There
are no health risks to humans from
ASF, but it can be devastating to the
pig industry and we as hunters need to
practice safe handling with any taken
feral animal.
Be alert to the signs and report it
immediately if you see multiple pigs
suffering from
fever-blotching of the skin
unco-ordination
diarrhea
vomiting
pneumonia

Membership
Please remember that you must
be a financial member of the ABA and
a holder of the ABA’s Bowhunting

GAME
CLAIMED
Bnch/ unter
B Chris Nelson
B orraine Bruce
B ebecca Nelson
Anthony Atkinson
Anthony Atkinson
rant Bowd
rant Bowd
Tyler Atkinson
Tyler Atkinson
Tyler Atkinson
Tyler Atkinson
an Podubinski
an Podubinski
an Podubinski
an Podubinski
Alastair Meldrum
on Moor
on Moor
Jason I’Anson
Mark Benjamin

T/C and upward and/or
First Kill/Species

Club
Townsville istrict Bowhunter
Townsville istrict Bowhunter
Townsville istrict Bowhunter
Ballarat Bowhunters
Ballarat Bowhunters
Ballarat Bowhunters
Ballarat Bowhunters
Ballarat Bowhunters
Ballarat Bowhunters
Ballarat Bowhunters
Ballarat Bowhunters
Buffalo Bowmen
Buffalo Bowmen
Buffalo Bowmen
Buffalo Bowmen
eelong Trophy Bowhunters
eelong Trophy Bowhunters
eelong Trophy Bowhunters
Stawell Bowhunters
estern Melbourne FA

Summary of

Boar
oat
Buffalo
Camel
Fox
Cat
ed eer
Fallow eer
Chital eer
og eer
Sambar eer
usa eer
Shark B FF
Shark BF
Stingray B FF
Stingray BF

Holder
Michael acre
James Finlay
John opes
Kimberley Nicholas
raeme uff
Tim Pi - ancaster
an Smith
arryl Bulger
an Smith
Stephen Tilley
ean Sco
Jay Janssen
Barry Feeney
John an en euvel
Barry Feeney
leewyn Butson

FK/FK
FK/FK
FK/FK
FK/FK

FK S
FK S

FK S

FK S
FK/FK

S
S
S
S

Si e
0
0
0
9 8/1
10 3/1
0v
0
9 5/1
9 3/1
9 12/1
10
1/1
9 10/1
10 11/1
9 9/1
0
10 11/1
100 5/8
10
S
0

Ladies Best of Species

Australian Bowshot Records
Species

ame Award
Pig
A
Pig
A
Pig
A
Fox
TC
Fox
C
Fox
A
are
A
Fox
TC
Fox
TC
Fox
TC
Fox
TC
Cat
TC
Fox
TC
Fox
C
Fox
TC
Scaled Fish A
Fox
C
oat
TC
Fox
TC
abbit
A

Boar

Australian
Record

Record
Class

Trophy
Class

3 2/8
151 2/8
108 2/8
32 /1
11
8 5/1
315 3/8
2
/8
20
111 /8
203 5/8
23
35 2/8
51 /8
11 3/8
1 3/8

29
110
8 /8
29
10 2/1
10/1
200
190
1 0
0
1 2 /8
1 0
20
1 /8
/8
11 /8

25
95
80
25
9 3/1
1 5
150
1 0
55
1 0
150
15
15
10

oat

Kristan Bell

3

/8pt

201

Katherine Agale

12 1/8pt

2010

Buffalo

Christie Pisani

8

201

Camel

Christie Pisani

Fox
Cat
ed eer

elen uff

/8pt

30 /1 pt

201

10 1 /1 pt

201

orna opkins

12/1 pt

198

Christie Pisani

2 8 3/8pt

201

Fallow eer

Elissa osemond

205 /8pt

2019

Chital eer

Eli abeth Proctor

1 1 3/8pt

2019

0 5/8pt

2018

og eer
Sambar eer
usa eer
Shark B FF
Shark BF
Stingray B FF
Stingray BF

Cheryl Morris
Nil
Emma Johnson
ynda Fell
ynda Fell
Carolyn undle
leewyn Butson

195 /8pt

201

25 /8pt

201

23 5/8pt

2000

9 /8pt

198

1 3/8pt

198
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Proficiency Certificate (BPC) to claim
game through our association.
on’t let your membership lapse.
Check your membership card for its
expiry date and renew it when it comes
due.

2019 bowhunting year results
In this issue, we present the results
for the 2019 bowhunting year.

My sincere thanks go to Mark
Burrows for his assistance in collating
this information no mean feat in itself.
Congratulations to all ABA hunters
who claimed game last year. It takes
time and patience to get out and about
to hunt feral animals. Sometimes you
are successful and other times it’s just
an enjoyable walk in the bush watching
nature at its best.

Please claim all game no ma er
what it is. Even if it is a non-measurable
animal, it all counts towards our
association’s records which go back
many years in detail.
The more claims submi ed, the
more information we have on hand for
evidence that we as an association can
provide to those in government should
they question the benefits of hunting.

ee the report Best of pecies list and pictorial starting on age 16.

President’s eport
ello archers. As this is my first
report to you as National President,
I would like to introduce myself.
Some may know me, but our newer
members may not. I have been
involved in archery since taking up the
sport in 1992 at unnedah in NS .
My wife became involved as did each
of our children once they were born.
ur family holidays always involved
archery in some form. Not long after
starting the sport, I began to take on
club executive positions and then the
natural progression through Branch.
As a family we a ended every archery
shoot we could, even travelling a
12
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three-hour-each-way trip to just have
a Sunday shoot. I enjoy hunting and
have taken some trophy game.
I started my National Executive

career’ as the Assistant Score ecorder
before being elected to ice-President
Field ivision, a position I held for
many years. A couple of years ago, I
felt that I needed a break for family
and health reasons.
In ctober 2019, I was elected to
the position of President and the old
clich that I had to hit the ground
running’ would be an understatement.
Along with the usual association
management issues that are created
by 000-plus members, the Executive
has had to deal with the drought, ood
and fires. There wasn’t much else life
could throw at us. r was there

C I -19 entered the equation
during early 2020, where after
much contemplation and reviewing
government recommendations, we
were forced to make the decision
to postpone the Safari at Easter. As
the days rolled on, the overnment
started to lock down the movement
of citi ens and mass gatherings.
Branches were advised that all Branch
shoots were to be cancelled until at
least 30 April 2020, at which time the
association would review our position
in this everchanging situation.
e met again as an Executive just
before this maga ine went to print
and have extended this period to the
end of May. Each State has a different
response to the pandemic, which
makes it very difficult for us to make
a decision that does not jeopardise
our members’ rights. Some States are
allowing hunting and others are not.
The Association’s insurance is still in
place for members, but you are only
covered if you are not breaking any
of the association, local, state and
national government rules. Please
review your local and state government
regulations before venturing out.
If it is possible, Branches will be
encouraged to reschedule as many
shoots for our members as possible
after the lockdown has been eased, or
at least continue with the usual calendar
after the easing of any lockdown.
nfortunately, I feel that we will miss at
least half of our shooting year.
At this stage,
ide Bay Club
members are continuing to work
towards their goal of hosting the 2020
IFAA Championships, but now instead
of July it will be run alongside the
National ABA Safari which had to be
postponed from Easter. The combined
shoots will be from September 29 to
ctober . As the pandemic situation
is continually changing, please keep in
touch through the ABA website.

The Executive is continuing
discussions relating to the issue of
membership and the suspension of
activities. As suspension of activities
are currently beyond our control, I
assure you that we are not making
these decisions lightly, but we are
following the strict protocol issued by
the authorities.
e also understand that many of
your memberships are due for renewal
in May and I ask everyone to consider
the implications on your archery
association if you decide to withhold
your membership. I fully understand
financial implications on many of our
members who will lose their livelihood
during this crisis and fully understand
if members are unable to renew,
but please consider the future of
our sport. These are unprecedented
times and none of us knows the final
implications. So, if you want your
association to survive in these tough
times, please continue to pay your
membership.
The ABA has refrained from offering
membership extensions, discounts
or waivers at this time, as we, along
with most responsible managers of
sports, are unable to forecast the
impact the virus will have on our
members and your association. The
Executive will make a decision once
all the implications are known. This
may include membership extensions,
discounts for future memberships et
cetera. I will ensure that this offer will
be in the favour of the members, as
without members we don’t have an
association.
The ABA had planned to have at
least 30 members a end the orld
Field Archery Championships in
Estonia in late July but unfortunately
our borders are now closed, along
with the borders of many European
countries. I have just been advised
that the FAC 2020 is now postponed

to July 2021 (it will still be held in
Estonia). efer to IFAA and FAC2020
websites for further information.
The
IFAA
Commi ee
has
approached us to ask if we are able
to postpone our bid to host the orld
Bowhunters Championships in 2021
to be hosted by Mallee Sunset Field
Archers.
e have negotiated with
the MSFA and IFAA and we will host
this event in 2023 at a date to be
confirmed.
The ABA ffice remains open
for business, mostly via remote
working arrangements.
e are
processing memberships, responding
to enquiries and undertaking general
administration of the association as
usual.
I wish all ABA members good health
and please remember to follow the
guidelines and rules of your relevant
health authorities. Stay safe, and we’ll
see you when this is over.

Submit your story and
photos to the Gold Pen Award
competition until the end of June
and be in the running to win a red deer
hunt with Trophy Bowhunts Australia
valued at $2000 and a gold pen as well
as the writer’s fee you receive when your
story is used.

Send your entries to
Archery Action Gold Pen Writers’
Award, PO Box 638, Stanthorpe,
Qld 4380 or email
editor@archeryactionmagazine.com
Subject: Gold Pen Award entry
All hunting stories are automatically
entered in this competition
ARCHERY ACTION
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o untin
achievements

to end March 2020

Master Bowhunter
Nil further since last report
Trophy Bowhunter Award
Nil further since last report
Bowhunter Award
an Podubinski

130

Bowhunter Royale
ayne Atkinson
Bowhunter Imperial
an Podubinski
Bowhunter Supreme
Nil further since last report
Senior Member of TBA
Nil further since last report
e ers
e
o T
Club (membership granted after
taking first Trophy Class or be er
animal)
Nil further since last report

ARCHERY
is a
FAMILY
sport

1
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Introducing

NEW TBA MEMBER
Michael Picot

Where do you live?
I’m currently living in Mackay, north Queensland, and get to Mackay and
istrict Bowhunters Club when work allows.
ersonal history
I currently live with my partner but have not persuaded her to pick up the bow
just yet, but a man can only keep persisting
How long ha e you been hunting
I have been hunting on and off since I was 1 and shot my first rabbit with a
3
in and in recurve bow. I’m now 28.
How long ha e you been an ABA member
ABA membership has been something that has come and gone for me over
the years as work and life allows. I do a lot of I
work spending a lot of time
away from home, which unfortunately gets in the way of both club and hunting
opportunities.
What got you into bowhunting
The movie ord of the ings started my love for archery and bowhunting at
the age of 13 and that of my original archery mate as well. This led us to pester
our parents for our own bows and the rest is history. A lot of hobbies have come
and gone over the years but my love for archery and bowhunting has been one
that has always remained.
Are you a member of an archery club
I currently a end the Mackay and istrict Bowhunters when work and life
allows. I have also been a past member of Capricorn Field Archers in ockhampton.
I must also mention amien rmiston at Moranbah Bowhunters who helped me
complete my bowhunting proficiency test, thanks mate.
How o en do you get to go hunting
Not as often as I would like to, but if C I -19 has taught me anything, it is
that I need to spend more time outdoors doing what I love.
What e uipment do you use compound recur e longbow
I was lucky enough that I started my archery career with a recurve bow
so I understood the challenge of traditional archery before transitioning to a
compound bow. Nowadays I run an Elite Synergy Bow on 0 . I use a armin A1i
sight and QA drop-away rest. My arrows are Native eat Seeker 300s tipped with
a A 100-grain three-blade broadhead. This set-up has performed awlessly for
me both here in Australia and whilst hunting overseas.
Has this encouraged you to do more hunting
Everything drives me to want to do more hunting Everything from the archery
community and Archery Action where I constantly see photos of quality game
taken, to the mundane aspects of adult life we all have to endure

o you ha e any hunting goals that you would li e to achie e bowhunter awards
et cetera?
My Australian bowhunting dreams are to take the six Australian deer species
with a bow and to claim all the recordable species possible with ABA. verseas,
well, I can see another African trip or maybe a trip back to North America in the
near future
id you now much about TBA before this
Not really, I have always been interested in measuring my game but because
of my lifestyle was never able to consistently get to a club to become accredited.
A sambar hunt with Timberline Sambar unts where I was fortunate enough to
meet the great avid uxford changed all of that for me. e spoke about the
importance of ABA, TBA and all the good work that they do in keeping bowhunting
legal within Australia. I have been a devout member of ABA and now TBA ever
since.
The TBA ommi ee congratulates you Michael

“

The hunt:

The hunt that finally allowed me
to become a member of TBA was
very memorable for many reasons.
I was hunting a property in western
Queensland for goats and pigs. I had
been on this particular property
previously and had spo ed many nice
goats from within the many mobs
that called the area home. ne goat
in particular was head and shoulders
bigger then the rest of the billies and
my friend had spent the entire trip
hunting solely for that one goat, only
to be ultimately unsuccessful. Fast
forward to 2019 and it was time for
our annual trip down to that particular

Success: Goat
down after one
arrow at 55m.
property. nfortunately my friend
could not make it this trip and with
the property owner confirming that he
had recently seen the big goat from
last time still alive, it was my chance to
have a crack at him.
hen I arrived at the property,
the owner informed me that he had
only seen that goat very few times
but every time he had, it had been at
one particular tank. That meant that
this hunt was to be an old-fashioned
stakeout.
Arriving at the tank early the next
morning, I quickly realised that even
if the one particular goat did turn up

to this tank it would still be a major
effort to get an arrow into him. The
scrub around the tank had been
cleared, leaving the closest available
cover 100m away. This left me with
no option but to sit and wait and
then plan a stalk if the bowhunting
gods were kind and the goat turned
up. As all ambushes begin, this one
started off slowly, with only sheep
and the occasional nanny turning up
to water at the tank. Eventually there
was a mob of about 20 goats drinking
and playing within the clearing that
surrounded the tank.
After I’d been waiting in ambush
for about four hours, out of nowhere
the goat I had been waiting for
entered the clearing and proceeded to
drink and then bed up in the middle.
This was it, my opportunity. If I stuffed
it up, who knew when (or even if) he
would come back again
Being an impatient male, I began
to leopard-crawl in a straight line
towards him. ealising that I wouldn t
get close enough to the billy to get
a shot without disturbing the other
goats at the tank, I had to then crawl
back into the scrub and come from
another direction.
Slowing down and trying to keep
my patience, I finally got into a be er
position to begin my stalk. Crawling
across clear ground and trying to
remain undetected, I slowly started to
make it within bow range. Suddenly
and for no reason the billy stood up,
giving me no choice but to take the
opportunity I had. My rangefinder
read 55m and with that the shot was
away. The arrow hit the billy well and
was a complete pass-through. The
billy made it just within the treeline
before succumbing to my shot.
I had done it, being successful on
the one animal I had set myself out
to find and a quality Trophy Class billy
goat to secure my membership to
TBA. The goat was later
measured at 10 /8pt.

”
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2019 bowhunting year
The total claims for 2019 was 11 9 (slightly down on 2018). The claims comprised 15
Trophy Class, (down on 2018), 9 ecord Class (down on 2018) and 92 ame Award
claims (well up on 2018). The reater ictoria Branch ( ) again submi ed the largest
number of claims with 3 1 (nearly identical to last year), followed by South Australia
(Branch I) with 211 claims and North Queensland (Branch B) with 1 . The total of
First Kill (2 claims) and First Kill of Species (112 claims) were slightly down on the
2018 figures.

TBA Bowhunter of the Year
The winner of this prestigious award has to have achieved Master Bowhunter status in
the calendar year of competition. The Master Bowhunter with the most measurable species
claimed from that year will be declared the winner. In the case of two hunters having the same
quantity of measurable species then the hunter with the most ecord Class, then Trophy Class
will break the deadlock.
The TBA Bowhunter of the Year this year was a bit of a runaway win by Ben Chambers
taking all 18 of our recognised species which included four ecord Class species and two
Trophy Class species. The next two closest bowhunters were Toby all with seven species and
avid uxford with six species. This was a huge effort by Ben. It takes a lot of work to take that
many species in one calendar year.
Master Bowhunter: This award is presented to those bowhunters obtaining 300 points or
be er, in a minimum of three species of game under the Master Bowhunter Formula. aurie
oudie (B) 30, avid uxford, ( ) 510, Ben Chambers (J) 0, Toby all (B) 3 0.
Trophy Bowhunter: This award is presented to those bowhunters obtaining 200 points or
be er (but less than 300) in a minimum of three species of game under the Master Bowhunter
Award Formula. raham McComiskie (B) 250, Anthony Atkinson ( ) 220, onald Moor ( )
220, uke ebb (J) 200.
Bowhunter Award: This award is presented to those bowhunters obtaining 100 points or
be er (but less than 200) in a minimum of three species of game under the Master Bowhunter
Award Formula. avid Brewer (C) 190, ylan Evans ( ) 190, raham
o (B) 1 0, Marc
Curtis ( ) 1 0, arcy alliano (E) 1 0, Bradley Seagro ( ) 150, Tyler Atkinson ( ) 1 0, Brian
uynhoven (B) 1 0, Michael aw (C) 130, Chris Bourne ( ) 120, Eli abeth Proctor ( ) 120.
1
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BEST of the BEST list
Ladies Bowshot Records
Chital eer
Fallow eer

Eli abeth Proctor ( )
Elissa osemond (C)

1 1 3/8pt
205 /8pt

Overall Best of Species
Buffalo
Feral Camel
Feral Cat
Fox
Feral oat
Feral Pig
Chital eer
Fallow eer
ed eer
usa eer
og eer
Sambar eer
Shark B FF
Stingray B FF

Toby all (B)
9 pt
Michael aw (C)
31 2/1 pt
Christie Pisani (E)
10/1 pt
onald Moor ( )
10 11/1 pt
avid Pender ( )
118 /8pt
Edward owe (B)
31 2/8pt
aniel Ferguson (B)
19 pt
Nicholas Bedford (F)
221pt
ussell atherston (I)
2
/8pt
Michael uxford ( )
209 /8pt
ouglas Cahill ( )
91 2/8pt
Christopher Bourne ( )
180 5/8pt
raham McComiskie (B) 23 /8pt
Toby all (B)
1/8 pt

Ladies Best of Species
Chital eer
Fox
Fallow eer
Feral Pig

Eli abeth Proctor ( )
Cheryl Morris (J)
Elissa osemond (C)
Eli abeth Proctor ( )

1 1 3/8pt
9 /1 pt
205 /8pt
28 2/8pt

Junior Best of Species
Fallow eer
oat
Feral Pig
ed eer
Shark B FF

Flynn Moore (C)
Mitchell Brewer (C)
rbin ilde (J)
Flynn Moore (C)
Quineka Parker (J)

1 8 /8pt
111 3/8pt
25 2/8pt
23 1/8ptv
15 /8pt

Overall TBA Bowhunter of the Year: Ben Chambers (J)
Female TBA Bowhunter of the Year: Eli abeth Proctor ( )
Tusker Broadhead Trophy of the Year: Blaine rinkwater Chital eer 1 3pt /C
Most Game Award Claims: Anthony Atkinson ( ) with 23 claims a fantastic effort
All So Close (or just under TC) Winner: Adam Clements Fox 9 1/1 pt
18
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Overall Best of Species
Buffalo

Chital Deer

aniel erguson

Toby all

bu alo

chital deer

pt

Camel

pt

Feral cat

hristie isani

feral cat

pt

Michael aw

camel

pt
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Fox
Feral Goat

onald Moore

fox

Fallow Deer

pt

a e ender

feral goat

pt

Nicholas Bedford,
fallow deer
pt

20
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Feral Pig

Red Deer

ussell Watherston red deer
dward owe

feral pig

Shark

pt

Hog Deer

oug ahill hog deer

pt

pt

raham Mc omis ie

shar

pt
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Stingray BHFF

Toby all stingray BH

Rusa Deer

pt

Sambar Deer
Overall Best of Species
Michael uxford rusa deer

hristopher Bourne
22
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sambar deer

pt

pt

Ladies Best of Species
Chital Deer

Feral Pig

Ladies Bowshot Record
lizabeth roctor

chital deer

pt

lizabeth roctor T feral pig

pt

Fallow Deer

Fox

Ladies Bowshot Record
lissa osemond

fallow deer

pt

heryl Morris T fox

pt
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Junior Best of Species
Fallow Deer

Feral Pig

rbin Wilde T feral pig

lynn Moore T fallow deer

pt

pt

Shark BHFF

Feral Goat

Mitchell Brewer feral goat
2
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uine a ar er T shar

pt

Red Deer

lynn Moore

red deer

pt
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A date with Dan

A

lot of calls, a lot of calendar checks, but not too much encouragement was needed to have the two
of us heading to Charters Towers to catch up with another mate, Dan. For me, this trip was a bit like a
reunion with a side of chital thrown in. It would be erek’s first trip chasing chital, my favourite deer
of all, and an
ell, an has to be the godfather of chital deer. hat he doesn’t know probably isn’t worth
knowing. A trip with an Smith Safaris is always a highlight on my hunting calendar. This trip would not be an
exception. Arriving at our hunting camp, we were met by an and his lovely wife elen who quickly had us
se led into our modern, and, I must say, comfortable accommodation complete with everything you could ask
for. It didn’t take long to fit back into the comfort of camp and start reliving the old days over a massive feed
topped off with a personal favourite of white Tim Tams. Then it was off to bed and ready for an early start

DAVID BREWER
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D

ay one, and erek and I were
off walking a ridgeline checking for chital in the valley
below. It wasn’t long before we spotted what we were looking for—deer
bedded down under some trees.
After some glassing, we worked
around them as there were only hinds
there. ith plenty of day ahead of us,
we let them be. alking a dry creek,
erek spo ed some more deer further

along. It didn’t take long to cover the
ground and soon erek was in position
on a bedded hind at less than 20yd. I
didn’t realise at the time but this was
going to be erek’s first deer. After
waiting patiently for the hind to stand,
Derek made a textbook shot to have
the hind fall in view. Photos taken and
a hand with the lift had erek carrying
out some of the best venison anyone
could hope for.

Walking back, we came face to face
with many deer and we took some
great photos but let them be.
The same couldn’t be said when
some pigs arrived on the scene. Leaving the hind behind on the track, we
double-timed across the at to try to
get a shot. We found them in the bottom of the creek and Derek put on a
great shot to take out one of the bigger
pigs in the mob.

Derek with his hind. Inset: The carry-out.
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e was pre y pleased with himself
as we headed back to collect the hind.
Arriving at the agreed pick-up point,
we sat and checked the snack packs
that elen had provided. alfway
through our snack, we noticed a stag
and hinds further down the at. After
a look through the binos, we were
again double-timing along the creek.
This stag was what we were looking
for e was tall and even but most
importantly we had cover that would
allow us to get into easy bow range.

All went well except the lack of
light. It would soon be ge ng dark
so we elected to back out without
disturbing them
with the hope of
finding him another time. After all, this
was only the first day and we had deer
and pigs on the ground already. The
mood in camp that night was elated; it
had been a successful day. an made
short work of skinning and processing
Derek’s deer, making sure all the meat
was packed up and the hide salted.
This date was shaping up nicely.
ARCHERY ACTION
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The second morning dawned.
Derek and I were on Dan’s electric
bikes. These things are the best they
allow you to get into the best locations
with almost no noise at all. On occasion, I’ve come up on feeding deer
at under 50m with the deer blissfully
unaware that I was even there. It sure
beats all that walking!
It didn’t take long before we spotted a lone stag out in the open feeding on some thorn bushes, but things
didn’t quite go to plan and the stag
showed a clean set of hooves, leaving
us to return to the bikes and continue
on our tour. All wasn’t lost, though, as
this was more about showing Derek
around so he had his bearings for the
days to come.
Topping a rise, we could see clear
to the creek and the at below. eaving camp that morning, we had seen
a lot of deer moving off the ats. The
wind hadn’t been right early but now
it had swung around and allowed us
the opportunity to work the creek
back to camp. Finding only hinds and
fawns and not the stags we wanted,
we headed back to camp for a cooked
brunch and real coffee.
That afternoon, elen dropped us
back to where we had seen the stag

the afternoon before. orking the
edge of the treeline, we saw a stag
right where we had been the previous
day. I stayed back while erek tried
to get in for a chance. It wasn’t the
big stag we had seen but he was still
respectable. Derek moved in just as
the stag bedded.
I watched as the stag rose, turned,
and headed into the gully straight
toward where Derek was crouched.
The stag was just out of sight and
slipped past erek unnoticed.
I let Derek know what had
happened and we headed across the
at back to the main creek. Just as we
dropped into the creek, three velvetheads exploded out just in front of
us all we could do was watch as they
disappeared into the distance. Picking
different gullies to walk, we continued.
It wasn’t long before I saw another
stag and hind. They were headed out

of my creek and along a depression
towards the gully erek was walking.
Using some crude sign language, I
tried to let Derek know the deer were
coming his way. I’m not sure whether
he understood the message but he
disappeared in the same direction as
the deer so I continued on my way.
nly a kilometre from camp, I rounded
a corner in the creek and there was
a stag staring me down. e was 0m
away and had seen me, and I knew
there was no way I was going to get
a chance on him so I grabbed the
camera instead. appily taking photos,
I failed to see another stag down at the
bo om of the creek at around 0m.
It wouldn’t have ma ered anyway, I
convinced myself. I wanted the bigger
stag After watching the stags until
they moved off, I headed back to camp
wondering what delights elen had
waiting for us for dinner.

On your bike! Dan and David pause to do some glassing before moving along on
the electric bikes.
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A great stag … the ‘before’ photo.
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I had my plan made during the
night. I was going back looking for my
stag.
I rose at daylight, grabbed my pack
and bow and headed back along the
creek. I couldn’t believe my luck The
same stag was feeding on the at on
the far side of the creek. There was no
sign of the second stag but my fellow
did have the whole family with him a
spiker, hind and fawn.
Doubling back to where I could get
across the creek, I made my way back
to where the deer were feeding while
keeping out of sight. I watched them
from the edge of the creek as I debated
my next move. There wasn’t any cover
between them and me so out came
the camera again. I could sit and watch
these guys all day (although my hope
was that as the sun rose higher, the
deer would move into the shade of the
trees at the creek edge).
I heard the property owner ride
past on the fenceline a few hundred
metres away. I’m not sure if it was coincidence or not, but the hind and fawn
started heading toward the creek, and
the stag and spiker promptly followed.
Swapping the camera for my bow, I
thought to myself, This is going to happen
onestly, it happened a li le too
well and a li le too quickly. The fawn
was leading the way and it was coming
along the very same trail I was standing
on. The fawn was under 20m and still
coming. The hind followed, then the
spiker and of course the stag was last of
all. They kept coming very slowly.
ith as li le movement as possible,
I drew my bow. It’s one of those things
that shouldn’t be possible—to draw
back in full view— albeit in the shade
with a tree at my back. Somehow I managed to draw with four deer under 20m
from me. Just as I was thinking that the
fawn must be right on top of me, the
stag presented a shot and my arrow
was away and so were the deer.
I watched as the stag turned and
ed along the creek before laying up
32
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at the bo om. As the stag ran off, I
grimaced at seeing the position of
the arrow it didn’t seem to be quite
where I had expected to see it.
Deciding to let him rest up undisturbed, I sat down to watch him. Suddenly, he exploded up and out of the
creek, heading to a group of trees on
the at. Marking the blood trail where
I’d last seen him, I was thinking about
possible next steps as another hunter
walked into view from along the creek.
Thinking it best to leave the stag for a
while, we headed back to camp then
grabbed the bikes so we could explore
some new ground.
elating the story to an at brunch,
we decided the two of us would head
out to where I had last seen my stag
and follow him up. Finding the tracking
tape I had left, an and I headed for
the grove of trees. Seconds later, we
found my stag expired in the shade. A
quick radio call and elen and erek
were on the way with the ilux. Phoe to

re tr

on a

tos done and skinning complete, it
was time to find out what the arrow
had done. Although I had doubted
the arrow initially, my fears proved
unfounded. The arrow had gone
straight into the boiler room and the
5 eadMeat had made a real mess
of heart and lungs. ecovering my stag
had me sleeping well that night, to be
sure.
The next morning I left my bow in
camp and grabbed my camera instead.
e were trying to get a stag for erek
and, given the stags we had seen along
the creek, our plan for the morning
was to retrace our steps there. The
thorn bushes growing there must taste
great, as only a few minutes into our
hunt I spo ed another stag feeding
on the brush that my own stag had
been on the days previous. It doesn’t
take long for a competitor to move
in, that’s for sure. Backtracking to get
across the creek and get the wind right
it didn’t take long to get Derek hot on
oot are

ended n

the trail and closing the distance. After
playing cat and mouse for a while,
erek decided to try and find another
stag as this guy had a broken beam on
one side. Mid-morning, and erek was
again belly-crawling through the grass
onto a stag we had seen move into a
patch of heavy timber as he followed
a few hinds.
Umm, guess there were more than
a few hinds I felt a sudden bree e on
the back of my neck and deer exploded
out of the cover in all directions erek
was well in range but making out the
stag in the dark shadows had proved
impossible.
Exploring some new country for
the remainder of the day brought its
own rewards as well as some harsh
realities wedgetail eagles need to
eat as well but it’s never nice finding
a young fawn recently killed. It’s also
not nice to have a fawn jump out from
right under your feet where it had
been bedded in the grass or have

rt er no e.

e

we

te or

date .
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art of the oy of hunting … is bringing out the camera for some candid wildlife photos
three stags that had been on water
rush past just as you move into the
creek after crossing another at.
It also pays to keep your mind on
the job, as we blew a cracker stag as we
headed back to the bikes. There was
certainly no shortage of opportunities

3
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on great stags. Back at camp, we had
plenty of stories to hear and some of
our own to tell. The other thing that
there wasn’t a shortage of was good
company and great food. A hot shower
and a full belly and we were off to bed
looking forward to another day.

It was a steady start to the day with
no activity to speak of and an and I
were heading for camp when I spo ed
a stag and his hinds out on an open
at. Parking the bikes, we moved into
a position where an hoped to call the
stag to us. I moved to a tree forward
of Dan and waited and watched as the
challenge was issued. The stag had
taken notice and started to round up
his girls. I was thinking he was going to
push the hinds ahead of him toward
us but he had a change of heart and
turned to run off the unwelcome guest.
The stag covered the distance quickly
and was under 0m when he stopped. I
had a perfect opportunity on what an
later described as the biggest stag that
would have been taken. e estimated
the stag at well over 190. I say would
have’ as when the stag stopped, his
vitals were completely hidden by the
only tree between us as he paused to

look around. That was the only chance
he gave so this boy is still running
around waiting for a future hunter to
try his luck on a stag of a lifetime.
Talking about stags of a lifetime,
I came across two more the following day. unting on my own, I came
across some bedded deer just inside
the timberline. Slowly, I edged closer
to see what stags may be with them.
For some unknown reason I sat up and
looked behind me. ere was a monster
stag walking through the open country
like the king of the land. I had nowhere
to hide and no cover to draw so had
to just watch as this huge stag walked
straight past and under the fence just
out of range.
Turning back to the original deer, I
saw another huge stag stand and look
in the direction the previous stag had
taken. Gathering his girls, he moved
off in the opposite direction (with
me bringing up the rear). ours later
and luck was with me
somehow
I had got to 0m of this stag and still
he had no idea I was there. Browsing
and feeding, he was without a care in
the world, trailing his hinds. Slowly I
moved the short distance to the edge
of the timber. I was on one edge, he
was on the other. Thirty-six metres,
quartering away, his head in the trees.
Two steps to the right and I would have
a completely open shot right where
a big buck roo was bedded. Bye bye,
stag. As soon as that roo jumped up,
the deer exploded away and my dream
stag was gone. Pre y sure I got some
dust in the eyes as it was a very low
moment for me. The lows make the
highs even greater, however.
I related my sad story over lunch
about these great stags and the tale
convinced Derek that he should come
back with me that afternoon to try his
luck. nfortunately, erek didn’t share
my luck as he went the whole afternoon without seeing a stag.
I found another, however—a
cracker velvet-head. e ng to 50m, I

This is how it’s done … stalking a stag.
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was ready to call in the troops to pack
out another stag. This guy had other
plans, unfortunately, and he proved
too good for me. e too is ready for
the next lucky hunter to find him. ith
time running out, I caught up with
Derek and we headed back to the car.
n the way back we came across yet
another stag; this one had us pinned
as we walked across the open at.
Deciding to see how close we could
get before he ran off, we closed in to
under 0m for some photos as the
light faded. It was a great way to end
our trip watching this mature stag walk
into the trees and out of view, until
next time when it all starts again.
I can’t recommend a trip with Dan
and elen enough. Even if you haven’t
done any hunting previously it’s a great
opportunity to learn from one of the
greats. There’s no shortage of opportunities on deer, pigs, rabbits and
dogs. There is plenty to keep the bird
spo ers happy as well I lost count of
all the different species I saw this trip.
Si ng around the fire at night you get
visited by some of the local marsupials
that come in for a quick look. ou can
hunt how you prefer, on rolling hills or
open ats, for morning or afternoon
hunts, or go all day, walking the ridges
of the creeks then calling for a pick-up
when you’re done. ou can also do a
combination hunt with camel if that
strikes interest.
As I finish this tale I’m already gearing up for another trip just as soon as
I can. Chital are the one thing I simply
can never get enough of.

The writer of this story
wins a threepack of
TUSKER SPIRIT
broadheads

Stag magic: David (right) shares the
happy moment with his mate
ere le and an mith
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IFAA STATE TITLES
eal estate might be about location location location but of
late you’d ha e to say that many things are more about timing
timing timing The AA W tate Titles were to ha e been held
at Manning istrict Bowhunters Manning reat a es Archers
in March but the club was a casualty of the dreadful bushfires in
early o ember and lost its ranges targets clubhouse and other
infrastructure
But that didn’t stop the Titles from going ahead The organisers
gained permission to use ABA ar at Mudgee and—than fully—
only changed the enue and not the date f they had postponed
it no doubt
would ha e seen to it that the e ent was
cancelled altogether

by PETER STUBBS
After Manning istrict Bowhunters was burnt out by
bushfires in November last year, the Branch Executive set
about looking at ways to assist Manning to get back on their
feet. Manning members had to wait for clearance to access
the grounds so that they could assess their losses. As feared,
the loss suffered by the club was devastating, with all the
ranges burnt out. The clubhouse was lost and the amenities
block mostly gone. There was gear lost that had been
stored in the clubhouse and containers, including all kitchen
supplies and amenities, some archery equipment and tools.
The Branch immediately provided funding to the club to
contribute to the rebuilding process. A request for assistance
for Manning was made to National, and emergency funding
was provided, with a reminder that the club could also apply
to them for an interest-free loan/grant.
Manning had been scheduled to host the Shooter of
the ear event in ecember and the IFAA State Titles in
March 2020. As this would now be impossible, the Branch
Controller set about trying to come up with alternative
venues. loucester istrict Archers generously offered to
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host the ecember event at their grounds, and use it as
a fundraiser for Manning. nfortunately, not long after
this offer was made, loucester istrict Archers found
themselves under threat of bushfire, which continued with
no reprieve in conditions over the summer months. So that
idea had to be abandoned. ith the ongoing bushfire threat
over most of the State, the Shooter of the ear event was
cancelled to protect our members.
A suggestion from a Branch member about the possible
use of ABA Park for the IFAA State Titles, set the idea in
motion that this event might be able to go ahead. National
came on board with the idea and generously donated the
use of the facilities, with Manning to cover the cost of
consumables for the event.
National, Branch and ABA members held working bees
to prepare ABA Park for the State Titles, which would also be
great preparation to have ABA Park ready for the National
Safari at Easter (which was subsequently postponed). Along
with ge ng the facilities shipshape for the Titles, many
hours were also spent by Executive and volunteer members

to set out ranges for the Safari. There was a huge amount of
work involved cleaning of toilet and shower blocks as well
as clubhouse, office and kitchen facilities. National also had
the shower facilities upgraded to constant pressure/instant
heat (no more buckets ).
The Branch Executive set up a bushfire ra e to assist
bushfire-affected ABA clubs within NS /ACT. Many thanks
must go to everyone who spent time organising the ra e, to
all the generous members who bought tickets, and especially
to the generous sponsors who donated pri es Kayuga
Broadheads, Benson Archery, Abbey Archery, eadcase
Archery and utback Broadheads. This was the first time
that we had sold tickets online over Facebook, and the
commi ee would like to thank all the members who trusted
the process to purchase their tickets, as this allowed much
of the work to be achieved ahead of the weekend. The ra e
was drawn at the presentation ceremony, congratulations
to all winners, and especially to John, who took out the
major pri e of a inehart 3 Snarling olf.
After much preparation the event, held on March and

8, was a credit to all involved. Manning ran the canteen and
provided tasty meals and snacks for the famished crowd. It
was a huge effort to organise supplies and meals so far away
from home. It was great to see so many people working
hard to make the canteen a success.
ABA Park looked spectacular for the event, with recent
rains providing a lovely green backdrop. The ranges had
been revamped and shortened which made traversing the
courses very enjoyable and much easier for all competitors,
while still providing the challenging shots expected.
The Shooter of the ear Awards for 2019 were presented
at the conclusion of the weekend. Namoi alley Archers of
unnedah were presented with the Shooter of the ear Perpetual Trophy, having the highest number of division winners overall.
The Northern NS Branch Commi ee would like to
thank the National Executive for their ongoing support of
clubs within our Branch. The facilities at ABA Park, Mudgee
are outstanding and show a commitment to ABA members
and archery as a whole for the future of our sport.
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Nick Lintern

TRADITIONAL TRAILS
ello to all our readers and welcome to another
instalment of Traditional Trails. As I write this article,
we are really si ng in uncertain times as the coronavirus sweeps across the world and, inevitably, Australia. Shoots and trips are being cancelled, rightly
so, in an a empt to stop the spread of this virus.
Archery is such a fantastic art and way of life and
while clubs are being shut down for a while, most of
us can still find places to shoot and forget the world
for a spell. e are lucky as traditional archers that
for the most part, we are able to keep up our way
of life. Many other sports are unable to compete or
even train at this time so let’s take a glass-is-halffull approach to these challenges and keep those
arrows ying and those skills tuned even if it is on a
smaller scale than normal. My business, Norseman
Traditional Bows, is still pumping full speed ahead
as my workshop is on my half-acre property. I have
not been affected by any of the restrictions so if
you’re looking to order a bow, arrows, or any traditional archery supplies, we’re still here to look after
your trad archery needs as always. e have plenty
of stock of nocks, points, feathers, shafts, glue et
cetera. Plus, we’re always available for advice if you
need us.
0
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Building the

yew English
longbow
Today, we start on an epic bow-building journey. In
the previous Archery Action bow builds, I’ve covered
osage self-bows and tri-laminated hickory English longbows. Now we move onto the motherlode of all English
longbows. The bow I’m referring to here, singlehandedly
fed and protected our ancestors, was hated and feared
by its enemies, plus helped forge the national identity of
England The yew English longbow or, as many may say,
the elsh longbow. This is going to be quite a large buildalong so we will dedicate several issues to it.
My bow-making career goes back well over 20 years
but it wasn’t until 10 years ago that I got my hands onto
some quality yew staves courtesy of a good friend who
sourced them in the .S. Since then, I’ve made a lot of

yew E Bs the biggest being 125 @
32in a serious beast. I made it for
a friend, Andy Firth, who has now
passed away and the bow found its
way back to me. n testing that bow,
I found that it could cast a 1250 grain,
bodkin-tipped war arrow over 200m.
These bows truly are magnificent.
To work with this wood is a surreal
experience. It rarely fights you as a
bowyer it actually wants to be a bow
is how I best describe it. As you run
your draw knife down your stave, you
are walking in the mighty footsteps of
many great bowyers through history.
As you shoot one, you are echoing
the actions of many legendary archers
down many long centuries.

History
ew bows ha e been used since pre
history ew as a wood and a tree has
been prized and was e en considered
to ha e some mystical pagan
a ributes in the earliest times ro es
of yew trees had tremendous religious
significance to our orthern uropean
ancestors t is generally thought that
the long stac ed oman arched belly
of the B as we ha e nown it now for
o er
years originally came to the
British sles ia the i ings The Welsh

bowyers and archers were definitely
using that style of bow before the
nglish pic ed it up rom around
on nglish ings began relying more
on their archer corps to get ba les
won and started imposing strict rules
to ensure that eligible young men
would practise the bow dward
ongshan s was nown to ha e
been one of the first ings to realise
the full potential of massed archers
and made good use of them against
the rench and—famously—the cots
The famous ba les won by the nglish
longbow that ha e now made ngland
the nation it is were o en won
against indescribable odds The first
ma or ictory came in the
ears
War between ngland and rance
at ba le of recy in
dward
won the ba le decisi ely a er nglish
and Welsh longbowmen routed a
large force of rench crossbowmen
largely due to the huge rate of fire and
accuracy of the nglish archers The
next ma or ictory came at the ba le
of oitiers ust years later The Blac
rince dward led the nglish troops
to another decisi e ictory again due
to the hard shooting nglish and Welsh
archers who decimated the rench By
now the rench aristocracy were well
aware of the danger of the nglish
longbow and when the most famous

ba le of the
ears War too place
in
the Ba le of Agincourt the
rench had a plan they belie ed would
stop the nglish archers from bringing
such de astation to their ran s
Basically the idea was to an the
massed archers with hea ily armoured
mounted nights and destroy them
before they could repeat earlier ba les
The problem was that on the field
at Agincourt the nglish ing Henry
had made good use of his terrain
and the charging rench would ha e
to mass in due to a narrow stretch of
field with dense woods on either side
The rench also had tremendous faith
in their armour which by this time in
history was really really good As the
first wa e of rench nights charged
they found that due to hea y rain the
night before and the clustering e ect
of the field the going was slow and
they presented easy targets to the
archers Also the faith placed in
the armour was misplaced The nglish
arrows were piercing the thic est parts
of their armour and as the rench
nights came into closer range the
archers were so s illed that they easily
pic ed the wea est parts of the armour
to shoot an arrow The a ermath of
Agincourt was as ha espeare put
it a oyal orgy of death Thousands
of rench noblemen were dead on
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the field the large ma ority ictims
of archers A contemporary writer
wrote of a night being stuc under
his horse as an nglish arrow had
gone through his armour leg through
the other side of the armour then on
through the wooden saddle and illed
the horse That’s how good the yew
bow can be f course these men were
using huge poundages and e ually
massi e arrows Weights of around
were normal We now because
when the wrec of the Tudor ship the
Mary ose which san in
was
found and raised in
more than
longbows were found in amazing
condition ha e a list of all the bows
that were found and their poundages
some estimations and some actually
were strung and tested and many
approximation bows were also built
These bows were ne er below
The
nglish longbow e entually
ga e way to firearms as it was ery
expensi e to eep paying archers
all year round and ensuring their
accuracy and strength Also nglish
Monarchs soon came to now the fear
of longbows being turned on them in
the ci il war en though early guns
were really bad and more o en than
not illed the user they could be used
with li le training and the ings and

2
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ueens could eep all these weapons
in the tower e ecti ely disarming the
populous uring ing Henry
’s rule
he made a empts to re establish the
archer corps citing one of my fa ourite
uotes The longbow was proper
to men of our strength t ma es me
emotional e en writing that down
lo e it in this day of compound bows
As the hand cannon started to gain
sway over the longbow for warfare,
the use of longbows dropped away
almost entirely and the once great
war weapon became almost extinct.
Then several hundreds of years after
the longbow disappeared, it started
making a comeback as a sporting arm
of the gentry in what we all know now
as target archery. In ictorian times,
many famous archery clubs emerged
and national championships became
popular. The longbow had made a
resurgence. It was, however, quite different in poundage from the war bow
it took its lineage from. Far from 100
or more, although it had the exact
same shape and length, the bow was
now more like 0 . Another change
was that women started shooting on
the lawns of England as well. The English longbow was also gaining popularity in America as well, and not just as
a lawn sport arm. Many great hunting

archers such as Art oung and Saxton
Pope, ill Compton and oward ill
were all taking big game with heavy
draw yew English longbows. nce laminar bowyery and the use of fibreglass
became refined and perfected around
the 0s and 50s, there was a slight
design change in longbows. (They
became slightly shorter, squarer in
cross-section and had a non-working
handle section. They also had a shelf
cut in. Enter the American semi-longbow). At that time, the yew English
longbow dropped right away and only
a few dedicated bowyers have kept
those skills and techniques going. No
ma er what people may or may not
think about the yew English longbow,
it remains an absolute lethal beauty
which all archers should at some point
shoot.

Understanding
yew
I hope that has whet your appetite
to see how these magnificent bows
are made. So let’s look at the yew
tree and its species and see what
is best for bows. Firstly, there are
two species of yew Continental
yew (Taxus baccata and Pacific yew

e

emale yew

Abo e The male yew tree

(Taxus bre ifolia Continental yew is
the yew our ancestors knew. It grows
throughout Europe and is best from
high altitudes, (more on this shortly).
This yew is almost unavailable today
due to heavy cu ng in the medieval
period. undreds of trees were cut
down for bow staves. In fact, bow
staves formed the import duty of the
time. For example, a wool merchant
would have to supply a certain number
of staves for every bale of wool he
bought in. This was to keep bowyers
fed with good quality staves to fill
the King’s quota of longbows. So now
nearly all countries have banned its
cu ng. igh altitude Italian yew is
the best Continental yew now and to
the best of my knowledge, only one
man has the permit to cut it. For every
tree he cuts down, he must plant two.
Pacific yew grows in the .S. and is
very similar to its European cousin.
In my experience Continental yew is
marginally be er but only when you’re
comparing similar quality staves. So if

you had a Pacific yew stave that was
clean, straight, knot free and had a nice
in sapwood and a Continental stave
that was kno y and rough with thick
sapwood, the Pacific yew stave would
be be er and so on. The Continental
yew is just a bit more resilient in my
experience. That said, I’ve made some
big powerful bows from Pacific yew.
Thankfully, good high altitude Pacific
yew, while still hard to get, is available
but very expensive. The last stave I
bought in cost me 50. So just to get
the stave here is an expensive exercise,
not to mention the dollar as it is now.
ew trees are a conifer and actually have a male and female. The male
tree produces cones as many conifers
do, and the female produces those red
berries that yew is known for. Some
bowyers contend that one is be er
than the other for bows, but I can’t
actually say. The staves I worked had
come from the .S. pre-cut and seasoned, so I have no idea if they were
male or female. They all made great

bows though and many of my good
.S. contacts who are cu ng and making yew longbows have said they can
feel no real difference in performance
between male and female trees.
So what we are after in a good
yew stave is a good clean stave, free
of excess knots and pins and fairly
straight. e also want a stave with
sapwood that is not too thick, maybe
in or so. If it were to be thicker it’s
not the end of the world but if you are
making a lighter bow, say around 50
or so, you’d have a bow that was more
sap than heartwood so in would be
be er. hy does the sapwood ma er
nlike other timber species, the sapwood of yew is strong, and has tremendous tensile strength. Therefore, it’s
perfect for a bow’s back where tensile
stresses are high. ith most other species like osage, the sapwood is pre y
much worthless and will crumble and
crack up over time. ence, nearly
all osage bows have the sapwood
removed. The dark, reddy/orange
heart wood in yew is very high in compressive strength so in one tree we
have a perfect spring nature’s absolute gift to archers. It’s never a good
idea to reduce the sapwood. I tried it
once against best advice because I just
had to see what would happen (curiosity got the be er of me). The result
was I ruined a 00 stave. The rings in
the sapwood are microscopic and you
are begging for a tension failure trying
to thin it down. ou’ll breach a growth
ring for sure. So, leave the sapwood
alone. It’ll have li le spots where the
bark left a mark here and there but
that’s par for the course. Staves come
in to Australia from the .S. with bark
already removed so there should be
no need to do anything with the bow’s
back apart from sanding and burnishing and maybe removing the last bit of
bark that may be lingering (more on
that later). For the sake of the knowledge, all that occurs when a yew stave
is seasoned is the removal of the bark
ARCHERY ACTION
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The bac of yew sta e with a bit of bar still to remo e
very carefully. Then you have the perfect bow back, laid down by nature and
without aws. The next thing to look at
is growth rings. Those of you familiar
with osage know that it is a ring porous
wood. Therefore, we want the growth
rings as wide as possible. These are
the strong, dark summer growth rings.
e want the whitish spring growth to
be thin. This will make a strong, hard
shooting and durable bow. Not that
tighter rings in osage are bad, but it
definitely isn’t as easy to work and is
generally not as strong. ew, being a
conifer, is the polar opposite. e want
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ew sta e ready to wor into a bow This one had
some natural string follow had to wor with ote the
creamy sapwood and orange coloured heartwood

as many PI (rings per inch) as possible.
As a rule of thumb, 0 to 50 rings per
inch would be great for a 50 or so bow.
The bow’s dimensions will be good to
keep that 50 weight. If we want a 100
bow, the bow would end up massive
in thickness with a 50 PI stave as the
strength isn’t quite there. That doesn’t
mean the bow will be weak just way
too thick. For a big bow, we want more
like 0 to 100 PI. Then your bow will
be sensible in dimension for its weight.
If buying a stave, the straighter your
stave, the more rings per inch and the
cleaner it is, the dearer it will be. 100

PI staves are quite rare. The big bow
I mentioned earlier is 100 PI as I let
my supplier know the stave I needed.
e sold it to me at a reasonable price
as it wasn’t anywhere near straight. It
was twisted and so badly out of alignment, it became my Masters Thesis in
bowmaking. But I got a great bow out
of it and as I mentioned earlier, it really
thumps out an arrow.
e’ll leave it at that for now. In the
next issue, we’ll start having a look at
the tools we need and start working on
our bow. ntil then, keep healthy, listen
to our leaders and stay positive.

Entries
PHOTO COMPETITION

o you see what see
raham Mc omis ie

mo y shearers’
uarters
ric reighton

roud as punch
Ma onstantine
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Branch

P

3 Titles

T S B KEIT SMIT
The Branch

Titles at oma by day … and next page by night

More than 0 shooters arrived at the oma and istrict Bowmen
clubgrounds on Saturday, March 1 , to take part in the two-day Branch
3 Titles in mid-March.
et weather had threatened to dampen the proceedings (it had
certainly rained beforehand) but despite the weather predictions for
big rain on the weekend, the shooters remained dry both days.
The oma club is situated about 18km from oma on the Injune
oad, and although it’s not a big club, with about 30 members including
children, what the group lacks in numbers it makes up for in enthusiasm. hat’s more, the club is justly famed for its traditional campoven
dinners. Saturday night had a great offering of roast lamb, roast pork
and vegetables.
Club president Jon Ellis said the club had been operating for more
than 20 years. Two years ago the club extended the lease on the water
reserve and now has double the area for use. ith an updated kitchen,
a good clubhouse, four ABA ranges, a 3 range and a work-in-progress
IFAA range, there’s plenty of variety for members and visitors.
Two one-arrow rounds were held on Saturday and a two-arrow
round was run on Sunday morning, all with the usual ABA 3 rules.
Archers worked their way through gullies (shooting down to the creek
and up out of the gully) and wove through cypress bushland to get to
ARCHERY ACTION

the targets. There were all sorts of shots to confound and challenge
the shooters, including shots with plenty of broken ground between
peg and target. ange captain BJ Fisher must have been pleased with
his efforts, because one archer who is well known for ge ng perfect
(or at least near-perfect) rounds actually missed a target ne young
man who must have gone home happy was an archer who hadn’t shot
barebow for five years (since being a junior), and he had an absolute
scorcher, unseating another top archer.
n Saturday afternoon when the main rounds were finished, a novelty shoot was held down at Bungil Creek, with a dot on a pig being
the target to shoot for. They even used a set of calipers to measure the
winning shot.
Competitors were from akeside and range in Brisbane, enegades
(Ipswich), Toowoomba, Stanthorpe, Barambah (near Nanango) and
Charleville. Most of them camped on site and appreciated the camping
ground, hot showers, ushing toilets and great meals. The weekend
wrapped up around lunchtime on Sunday so the Brisbane people could
set off on their six-hour journey and be home by dark.
ARCHERY ACTION

GAME
CLAIMED

JUNIORS
Send in your game photos for
a chance to win a six-pack of
broadheads from

Email your photo entry to:
editor@archeryactionmagazine.com
Subject: Junior Photo Comp
Include your name and address

JUNIOR

WINNER

ody Hogan first rabbit
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Facing page (top), rant
Bowd, fox (below) onnie ap, pig.
This page, clockwise from top left Toby all, C
buffalo 9 pt uke oodwin, goat Nigel aughn B FF
fish amien ollingsworth, rabbit.
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Around
THE TRADS
To receive trad shoot information direct, email a request to
swallace@wallacetradwoods.com

The Tenterfield Blacked- ut Shoot
was the first trad shoot on the
calendar and was being held February
15 and 1 to raise money for the club
that was burnt out in the September
2019 bushfires. ver the months of
September through to early February,
every State in this wide brown land
of ours was affected in many areas
by devastating bushfires. Then the
drought broke as the rains started,
and kept going for almost two weeks,
along the entire length of the eastern
seaboard, plus a cyclone across the top
of A, with severe storms in SA. It was
Mother Nature at her most relentless,
going from one extreme to the other.
The rain pelted down as we packed
our vehicle so we decided not to leave
on Thursday night as there was news
of flooding. n Friday morning we set
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off, putting our trust in the eather
Bureau’s report that it was starting to
ease.
e arrived mid-afternoon and
there were four camps at various
stages of setting up, so we wandered
around and found a nice flat spot
and started to unload. e must have
been on a rock shelf, as trying to bang
a tent peg in was a little challenging
e waited for the rest of our troupe
to arrive before doing any more. Then
our afternoon was consumed helping
with the recovery of a vehicle after one
of our friends found a wet spot from all
the rain that had fallen recently. nce
he was extracted he drove slightly
up the hill, found firm ground and
stopped and that became the chosen
spot for the campsite
hile we were doing this, others

Sue Wallace
arrived to set up camp, plus it seemed
quite a few people were staying in
town and had popped out to say hello.
Saturday morning was glorious and
we enjoyed a hearty breakfast from
the clubhouse then headed over to the
practice butts for a few shots before
muster was called.
For this shoot, 20 or so 3 targets
had been transported to Tenterfield.
The club field course was set up as two
sets of 10 in a figure-eight shape, so you
could do either group of 10 then have a
break before doing the other group.
The three-arrow round was held
on Saturday, with all arrows counting
and shot from the same peg. Some of
us had a little trouble getting the third
arrow to hit the target.
The moving target was placed
after target 20, which wasn’t far from

A blac bunny in a blac stump

the clubhouse. ther novelties were
the 30-second speed round which
consisted of six flame-shaped cutouts (coloured yellow for 10 points
into orange for five points), rolling
discs beside the practice butts and a
swinging cube. The sneaker round,
timed at 0 seconds, consisted of six or
so targets which you had to find along
a path. The first target was rather
elusive.
The club put on a great main
course dinner which was enjoyed by
many. nce our dinner was complete,
we watched the sun set over the dam.
Sunday morning was also glorious.
e could go out at our leisure for the
one-arrow round on the field course.
hile the scores were being tallied the
club put on the Pigeon Pop.
For this shoot specifically, everyone
was asked to bring something for
the raffle table. As the shoot dates
were just after alentine’s ay and
Black Friday, the pri es fit into either
a black theme or a alentine theme.
There were many pri es chocolate,
liquorice, T-shirts, sarsaparilla, wine,
also a bow, a set of arrows, a mounted
arrow, a patched bow bag and a set of
three footed arrows. The raffle money
raised went to the club.
There was even a bit of swapping

at target at Tenterfield

that went on afterwards so that all
were happy with their pri es I know
of one instance where a bow bag and a
bottle of wine changed hands.
The first presentation was for the
sneaker round and there was a tied
score for two fellows in the group I
shot with, one of them being my better
half who is now at about 80 per cent
recovered and shooting all the events.
As this was a fund-raising shoot, they
put all bows together regardless of
style for cubs, junior, ladies and mens.
The first place trophies had been
crafted by members of the local Men’s
Shed while second and third place
trophies were crafted by Marian ogan
of the Tenterfield club using burned
logs from around the grounds.
There were trad archers from as far
afield as Sydney, Newcastle, arwick,
Toowoomba, Caboolture, Nanango,
Brisbane, Sunshine Coast and ympie.
It really was a great weekend, the
club has done a huge job with cleaning
up and getting target butts packed
with the help of many members over
the weekend as well. The club’s next
big shoot is the TAA National Titles on
ctober 10 and 11.
The end-of-February shoot had
already been postponed due to

iery speed round targets

pending heavy rain and hot weather,
and now as we came into the weekend
of March and 8 for the shoot at
Chevallan Archery Park in ympie the
weather really hadn’t changed much.
In fact, there was a possible cyclone
looming. A few people had already
pulled out but when we arrived Friday
lunchtime three campsites were
already in various stages of set-up. So
we picked a spot, settled in and didn’t
have to wait long for others to arrive.
After a really warm night, we could
feel the humidity rising as we had our
breakfast. For this event we had the
clout, popinjay, speed rounds, moving
target and rolling discs, plus the 25
3 -target field course. ue to the
heat, we didn’t include the clout range
in the scores in case some groups
preferred not to shoot it.
The family that I had been helping
the previous two Sunday shoots had
also joined in the activities.
ur group started at the rolling disc
and did a few of the novelties, then
stopped at the shed for drinks before
heading to the 0-second speed round
that was set up around, behind and in
between the combat archery hides,
which made it quite interesting. The
plates had been staggered too, and
as the grass had grown quite quickly,
ARCHERY ACTION
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he allan small target

the plates were hidden, so we were
guiding each other along. ith the
awful humidity sapping our energy,
a rest at the tea tent was a welcome
respite before we finished the rest of
the targets.
e stopped at the moving target
to complete the day’s events before
heading back up for lunch.
inner was steak with salads and
potato bake, followed by dessert.
Someone brought out a guitar and
started the night’s entertainment with
a few songs. It rained lightly overnight
and was overcast when we rose on
Sunday morning.
e had the rolling disc plus the
two speed rounds along with the
two-arrow field course. e did the
novelties first before going on to do
the field course. By target a shower
was falling.
The barbecue was fired up for
lunch hamburgers while we waited for
the final group to come in.
It was really good shoot, enjoyed
by all who attended, and even though
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lout

there were a couple of showers, it
wasn’t cold, so drying out didn’t take
too long at all.
nless suspended by coronavirus
restrictions, our next two-day shoot
is planned for the weekend of May 1
and 1 and Chevallan Archery Park will
host the TAA Queensland State Titles
in July.
* The
TA Andy Firth Memorial
which was to be held March 28 and 29
was cancelled.
* Trad shoots for June and July
(conditional on restrictions being
lifted) are
TA athering on June
and , Coffs arbour June 13 and
1 , akeside Jules Shield July and 5,
TAA Queenslad State Titles Chevallan
Archery Park on July 18 and19.
* eports from the following clubs
will be in the next edition Chevallan
Archery Park and hite ose Archery
Klub if these shoots are still held.
ue to the pandemic and directives

Target

at he allan

issued by the Federal overnment we
already know shoots planned for April
and May have been cancelled.
ou will find the further information
and available flyers for the Traditional
Shoots on the following websites
Traditional Archery Australia www
traditionalarcheryaustralia org
hoot nformation
Wallace Woods
www wallacetradwoods com hoot
information proposed
calendar
and will ha e the lin to the shoot
flyers as they become a ailable
he allan Archery ar
www che allanarcherypar com
for the proposed traditional shoot
calendar B appro ed African
targets with replaceable centres
customised archery medals
zbow www ozbow net Traditional
Archery ents each shoot has an
indi idual thread
I look forward to seeing you ’round
the trads, when we once again are
allowed to travel.

SAXON

Invitational

With massive amounts of rain forecast to hit just days
before the Branch C Saxon Invitational, there was a lot of
uncertainty about whether or not the shoot would even go
ahead. Although follow-up rain would be great, we really
needed a few dry days beforehand to let the ranges dry out
a li le. Fortunately, we didn’t receive the masses of rain that
had been predicted. The ranges had a good couple of days to
dry out and allow the rangemaster and his crew time to put
the finishing touches on the newly forma ed ranges.
n Friday morning the targets were all put out and who

by BEC A B

would have known that some excitement was about to be
had when one of the target crew parked’ his ute down at
the bo om of the swamp range. Apparently, it’s called the
swamp range for a reason
A recovery
(another member of the target crew)
slowly made its way down the range to a empt to pull the
ute out, trying not to get stuck himself as the top of the
ground was already broken and very soft. the next minute,
there was a phone call to a friend. ep, you guessed it, they
were both stuck. It was deemed that the first ute was going

t

Technical articles
Hunting stories
How to hunt African game
Where and what to bowhunt

For more information, email africanbowhunter@xpres.live

Read about African
o untin an
ere
an ti e el ere
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Above: All wrapped up with safety tape, this ute was to remain ‘parked’
here for the duration of the competition
Abo e right The reco ery’ ehicle which itself had to be reco ered
to have a sleepover or two until the ground dried out a li le
as it was buried to the crossmembers, ahem, parked quite
securely. So, wrapped in safety tape and well and truly out
of the way, the ute was there to stay for a while.
After some creative winching and manoeuvring, the
recovery
was then recovered by the trusty rangemas-

ter. Both
s reversed their way up the narrow boggy
track to where the rangemaster could turn around and
drive out.
But wait a minute, don’t go too far The other recovery
vehicle got stuck again trying to turn around and needed a
li le more assistance. Another bit of help was needed at
the final corner.
hat was funny was that all weekend there were comments on how the ute came to be parked down there. Two
different stories made the rounds, but we could see where
the vehicles had been and there was water still lying in the
mushed-up track, so we supposed one of the stories had to
be true.
Campers started to roll in after lunch and pick out their
campsites. As usual, Saxons put on a complimentary meal
for the travellers on Friday night. The menu was pi a, fish
and chips. Sixteen pi as, two bags of fish and a heap of
chips fed the hungry campers.
The hooter rang on Saturday morning at o’clock for
a lovely cooked breakfast to kick the morning off. Nominations followed at .00am with 59 nominations it all owed
pre y smoothly as we were mustered and ready to get out
and test these new ranges.
The newly revamped billabong range was first cab off
the rank and it didn’t disappoint. Some very deceiving
lanes made for an interesting three-arrow round and to the
rangemaster’s credit there were no 00s shot.
acing page cloc wise from top le
eanne ing ta ing
aim during the no elty shoot Mitchell ing um and abbit out on the range Bec arby a challenging shot
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Tony Buc holz
After the three-arrow round we stopped for lunch and
the canteen ladies and gents were run off their feet. e
then headed out to the new clubhouse range for the one-arrow round. ith only one 00 shot, it was another great
range and the rangemaster had deceived us again. aughter
was heard all over the ranges everyone seemed to be having a ball. nce off the ranges, the smell of the roast dinner
wafted around the whole campground as it cooked away.
The novelties were a hit with the kids, who loved shooting the balloons. The big kids were challenged with a card
game to win a share of the entry money. The knife and axe
throwing were also popular and all going on while a Branch
meeting was happening in the background.
The canteen crew did an ama ing job with the roast
dinner and desserts to die for. Everyone now full, a few yarns
were told and the story of the parked ute was still a topic for
conversation.
Sunday morning started off with a cracking breakfast.
Most competitors were down trying to get a few shots away
and warm the muscles up as this is the first two-day shoot
for the year in C Branch. Muster was called and we gathered our groups and headed out to the swamp range for
the three-arrow round. There was plenty of water still lying
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ercy sends his axe ying towards the target
around in places and the swamp was full to the top. That
was a sight for sore eyes, as earlier that week the swamp
had been bone dry, as it had been for months. For those
who had heard one or both of the versions of how the ute
become parked, it was there for everyone to see.
There was a quick break while we waited for the last
group to come back in then we were back out onto the road
range for the final round for the weekend. By halfway round,
fatigue had started to set for a few of the kids and I could see
some of the adults starting to struggle with the humidity as
well. The lack of bree e wasn’t helping. Before we knew it,
we had finished shooting, the scores were in and we were
ready for presentations.
The ra es were drawn first with some people seeming to
win every second pri e and one person winning every single
bo le of alcohol. I think he is now set and loving drinking it
all in these uncertain times. Presentations started with the
novelty winners and continued with all the divisions.
After much discussion it was decided to try to make a
last-ditch a empt to pull out the parked ute. So, with jacks
and boards and shovels the guys headed down to try their
luck. I didn’t think they had a hope in hell of budging it as it
was literally bogged to the crossmembers and chassis rail. To
my ama ement about half hour later the ute came driving
up the track. I can tell you, that was one happy owner.
It was now time to clean up and pack up the club grounds
for what we didn’t know at the time would be the last time
for the foreseeable future. Thanks to everyone who came
and supported our Saxon club and we hope you all had a
fantastic weekend and also hope to see you around the
ranges again soon.

BUSHFIRE REPORT
Lithgow Valley Archers have
reported that there has been no
damage to their clubhouse or toilets,
however they lost most of their ranges 3 range, ig- ag ange, and over
three quarters of the artley ange.
This was the third time they had
experienced fire damage each time
has been due to backburning operations. Each instance has been spaced
about six years apart.
The club has one range up and
running, however, it may be quite
some time before they get the ig- ag
ange operational because of its steep
terrain.
The club was in no danger of having its targets destroyed as they are
no longer kept on site, due to the fact
they have been broken into repeatedly
in the past few years.

Eurobodalla Archery Club
Fire went through the club and
caused a lot of damage, then later the
fire turned around and took most of
what was left. The club lost the ABA

ranges and toilets, but did not lose
their club bows or 3 targets as they
had been taken off-site days before the
fire made it to their range. The club

sustained damage to the practice bu s
and IFAA courses.
od Moad, Branch F Controller,
believes the club has managed to fix
up their practice bu area, and are
looking to have a meeting in the near
future to decide the future of the club.
ext page Manning
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This report pro ided with the assistance of
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Manning District Bowhunters

ising from the ashes
by WAL JOB

August 21 started out as a normal
ednesday morning. ednesday is
archery day for the oldies and not so
old and I was about to set off for the
club. From the front drive, all I could
see was a pall of smoke and ames
over the waterway from our house on
Forster Keys. Archery was forgo en as
I anxiously waited to see which way
the wind would get up. It turned into
a southerly, and eventually Stocklands
Shopping Centre was threatened and
evacuated but no major damage was
done. Big Island was burned out.
It was hot and, for the coast, very
dry. n November we were at Stocklands shops and a great pall of smoke

headed for town. Someone had stolen
a car driven into the bush and torched
it. nce again thanks to water bombers there was no major damage.
illville fire was in the news out
of control and heading east. ther fires
sprang up the Failford fire burned to
the coast. All the time illville was out
of control too.
ur president, Karl, decided to go
to our Manning reat akes Archery
Club to pick up the bows, just in case.
As as he did, the fire roared over the
hill toward him.
News filtered through that the fire
had gone through our club area. As
risk management officer of our club,

I sought permission from Forestry to
inspect our club. on (our treasurer)
and I went out on November 23 and
were shocked to see u er devastation.
The 3 m clubhouse, kitchen, storeroom, three containers, generator
shed, septic system, three water tanks
and all their contents were just ash
and streams of melted aluminium and
plastic on the ground.
The question everyone was asking was,
hat about out on our four
ranges And our favourite the 3
buffalo The answer The only target
that partially survived was one at the
practice area. All 200-plus bu s were
just black smudges on the ground.
e didn’t have permission to see the
ranges as they were closed until they
could be made safe by Forestry, which,
they said, could be months. Members
were wondering if we could survive
and rebuild with only half of the toilet
block surviving. I wanted to encourage
members and told them that we will
rise from the ashes .
Bruce and ick from the small bore
ri e club on Bayel rive down the road

ne thing the fire didn’t
destroy was the wonderfully dry sense of humour
for which Aussies are
famed ne entry on the
club’s aceboo page had
this comment Mower
for sale or exchange for
one that goes

0
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invited us to consider joining with
them, so we visited and were encouraged by their offer, but felt it be er to
see if we could rebuild where we were.
e greatly appreciated their generosity, though.
ecember 1 was our A M and
a recovery commi ee was formed to
plan for our future. es, we wanted to
rebuild. But how could we afford the
huge cost and labour
Treasurer on secured a disaster
recovery grant from ural Assistance
Authority, which gave us hope that
we might get a couple of containers
with a roof in between. So we pursued
this until we had a visit from Stephen
Bromhead, our local Member. e suggested we apply for a grant through
Service NS . So in consultation with
our President and commi ee I suggested we go for broke and apply for
a full shed.
Forestry brought a tree harvester
in. This 30-tonne machine made short
work of removing dangerous trees and
put the burned-out shed on the ground
for us. on and I started on removing
the iron, a working bee got the rest
off and stacked, and Karl organised a
large skip. Three loads later we were
almost cleaned up one more skip to
go. James did a great job with grinder
and chainsaw.
Not being a tech-head, I struggled
with the grant application until I went
to our Service NS office and they fed
in the information I’d prepared and
sent it off. There followed a nail-biting
wait to see if we would be successful.
In the meantime I was told about
the ions Club offering water tank
grants for fire victims, so I applied and
we were awarded a 5000-gallon tank.
It arrived on March 19. Now we had a
tank but still no roof to run water, so
we bought some. Thanks to Chris and
ay for help ge ng it on the ground.
n April 1 , a second tank that we
had purchased was put on site, and
Kurt our faithful plumber started on

leaning up at Manning
the plumbing work, which will include
replacing all the toilets, septic and
plumbing. And Mark is preparing to
rebuild the toilet block wall.
ur generator shed, along with
the generator, were destroyed but the
shed frame was okay so I cleaned and
painted it. The shed now has a roof. No
walls and no generator, though.
n March 31 we received word
that our grant was successful and
Joanne, our new treasurer, advised us
the money was in our account.
Peter’s boss had loaned him a small
excavator so Peter worked on building a
retaining wall for the main building site.
I was told of another grant so I
applied for it, but won’t know about
it till July. I’m now grant application
fatigued, and my ever-faithful wife has
been a grant widow for weeks

And it has rained. Trees have
started to sprout and the grass has
gone ballistic. ( ops, the mower
doesn’t look so good.)
Then came C I -19, which put a
stop to work. But we are ready to place
an order for the shed, subject to Forestry’s final approval.
Now that the recovery stage is
mostly done I’m handing over to Ma
and Peter to continue with the rebuild
stage. After that comes the fit-out.
e look forward to being free to
get out there and, once the forest is
opened, to rebuild the ranges again.
This will be a mammoth task as they are
now overgrown and will be hard to find.
Much gratitude goes to ABA, our
Branch E, unnedah, astings, and so
many others who have supported us
during this time.
ARCHERY ACTION
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Mitchell River
dramas

by ERIC CREIGHTON
t might loo wonderfully serene … but dramas can unfold in the most unli ely of places

I

was heading up to the lower Cape
country in North Queensland to
my favourite camping spot beside
an expansive and picturesque lagoon.
This is the sort of tranquil location you
would want to visit even if you were
not a bowhunter I pulled into the main
homestead after nearly 2100km travelled from my Brisbane home to drop
2
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off some supplies that included 0-odd
books for wet season reading by the
owners. A further 5km and I was at
the lagoon which was to be my home
for the next two weeks. einforcing the
property owner’s comment that there
were not many pigs about were the
mandatory notices on the gates I had
passed through that 1080 baits had

been laid in the past three weeks.
hile se ng up my gear and
organising a fold-out solar panel on
the roof of the musterers’ camp, I saw
a family of some 20 or so pigs come in
for a quick wallow at the far end of the
lagoon. Surely this was a good sign of
the hunting to come I was not expecting my hunting partner to arrive until

the next day as he had further to travel
coming from arwin and had more
dirt road to traverse than I had. As it
was late in the day, I decided to po er
around camp completing preparations
while sipping a few beers. It was all
very relaxing after the long drive.
The next morning I headed out to a
series of three waterholes and parked
up. I walked in to the first water point
for a quick look. A young boar was laid
up in the mud of a fast-drying puddle.
I had come up this year a month earlier than normal to get in prior to the
muster and had expected to find more
water it wasn’t to be I dispatched the
boar where he lay and headed back to
the vehicle to collect my back pack and

camera. n my arrival back, another
boar erupted out of the branches of
a fallen tree and propped at 10m. I
quickly drew and was smacked in the
face by the rubber tube of my peep
aligner. I tried an instinctive shot but
was well off the mark the first drama
I’d had plenty of time in camp the previous day to check my gear but had
not. Perished rubber tubing would
have been easy to discover and repair.
I went back to the vehicle, repaired the
bow then returned to the waterhole to
deal with the first boar. n approaching, I noticed a lone pig emerging out
of the grass to lie in the shade on the
opposite side of the puddle.
I worked into position behind a tree

and not more than 20m from the edge
of the puddle at which I hoped the
boar would eventually come in to drink
and wallow. The waiting game began
and I became bored. Meanwhile, the
boar I had previously shot was still
lying where he had died. An hour into
the standoff, I heard a strange noise
from behind me and turned to find
a very large sand monitor not more
than 2m behind me. It’s great to see
these reptiles coming back after the
devastation caused by cane toads, but
hey, I know the stories about them
thinking a human is a tree and climbing
up them while their claws infect you
with all sorts of bacteria such that
you die a lonely death in your swag

A family of pigs ha ing a uic wallow surely a good sign for the coming hunt
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from blood poisoning. Not for me I
dropped my bow and jumped back
(ran, actually). From a safe distance I
began lobbing dried cow pats at my
aggressor who nonchalantly and very,
very slowly moved to the bowl of the
tree I had been hiding behind and
disappeared into his home beneath its
exposed roots. nce I had collected my
bravery, I gathered my gear from the
reptile’s home then noticed that the
boar I had waited so patiently on had
been alerted to my life-threatening
situation and was buggering off into
the bush (cowardly act). So that was
my second drama but a double dose
this time. The boar was removed from
his muddy wallow and his trophy taken
for later measuring.
Back at camp, my mate Ma had
arrived and was unloading his gear
while gulping a beer. reetings over,

we decided on a drive to some of
the closest swamps to our camp. All
proved fruitless and time consuming.
ater was even less abundant than
it had been the previous year when
we had arrived a month later. Perhaps
my earlier sightings of game was not
going to continue. Back at camp, we
discussed plans for the following day
and had an early night.
The three waterholes of the
previous day were again visited with
only family pigs at the two I had not
got to. Ma took out a young boar,
but pickings were very slim. That
being the case, we headed off to what
was normally a large tea-tree swamp
a further 1km away. Again, it was
mostly dry apart from the man-made
waterhole. But there was a toothy
boar nudging around the mud of the
wet area that remained. The boar
spooked and ran but we went on to

find another boar up on the edge of
another pool of water well actually,
Ma did. I saw him draw his bow but
could not see the animal until he let
loose and the pig erupted and ran from
the arrow that had barely touched its
back. ur only other encounter was
with a black cat which scampered after
nearly being trodden on It had been
well camou aged against the black
mud where it was sunning itself.
Many more likely spots were
visited but to no avail and we returned
to camp and a well-earned beer and
feed.
Another day in paradise, and we
returned to the same swamp with the
toothy boar in mind, although we did
try another couple of spots courtesy
of the owners who had dropped into
camp and provided us with directions
to two other swamps where they had
seen good numbers of pigs via their
helicopter. These leads proved fruitless but on arrival at the newly named
Toothy Boar Swamp we were immediately glassing a boar. as it the one
we had seen the previous day As
the boar fed behind the push up of

ric’s boar
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the dam wall towards Ma , he drew
his bow and released. The arrow was
too low which sent the animal within
20yd of my position where he copped
an arrow to the lungs. Sadly, we soon
realised he was not the toothy boar.
e would come back here again as
this was the only place so far that we
had seen anything decent to measure.
The following day we again tried
some swamp areas only to find them all
dry so we motored to an out-of-the-way
area where there were two swamps
back to back. These had proved fruitful in previous years so we thought it
was worth the long walk in. It proved
a wise decision as we came across pigs
on the second swamp and enjoyed a
long stalk before ge ng into position
on the slowly gra ing animals. A young

Another boar for ric
boar tailing off the rear of the mob was
my objective and when the opportunity
of a clear shot presented at 35m it was
taken with the desired effect.
Photos and trophy taken, I looked

Ma too a young boar but pic ings were slim
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espite the long wal going to the
bac to bac swamps pro ed a wise
decision
for Ma , but saw no sign of him so I
moved off to circle around the thick
tea tree and make my way back to the
vehicle. A large boar I had not seen
erupted from his bed to my left and
was soon out of sight. I soon became
aware of both the smell and screeching of a fruit bat colony. This is where I
found Ma , who was intent on watching a large preening cat some 30m
from him. e obviously could not get
a shot away through the thick tea
tree but was slowly bridging the gap.
espite the noise of the bats drown-
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ing out all sound the cat sensed the
danger and scampered off, followed
by another large cat which we had not
previously noticed. The cats were well
fed with plenty of easy food less than
2m above ground. This spot would
be worth another look in a couple of
days’ time with the prospect of some
cat carnage.
The following day we decided to
take a drive out to the back boundary
of the property where we’d had success
in previous years. It was an unproductive and long day, compounded on the
drive back by the fact that my vehicle
lost power and refused to travel over
55km/hour on the at and dropped
speed dramatically when faced with an
incline. This was a big drama Back at
camp, nothing we tried would get the
motor out of limp mode. The engine
computer had decided there was
something drastically wrong, had shut
down power to save further damage,
and that was that.
hat to do
e had only been
in camp for less than a week so we
decided to persevere for a few more
days and use Ma ’s less-than-perfect
city all-wheel-drive. Ma only had sufficient petrol to safely get him back to
Normanton but we could use some
fuel if he travelled to Chillagoe on the
way home. It would mean a shorter

distance to get fuel but a considerably
longer distance for him to get home.
ur places to hunt were now
severely limited by Ma ’s vehicle and
fuel supply. There was plenty of diesel
available for my vehicle, but that was
of no use to Ma ’s.
The next day and a half were spent
touring the swamps closest to camp
where in all likelihood we would only
encounter family pigs. This was generally the case. e did have some further success on the fast-drying puddle
where Ma found a young boar that
made the silly decision to only travel
20m into the long grass and lie down.
Ma managed an easy stalk in to 15m
and took him out.
I also was lucky for a change to spot
a good-si ed boar walking around the
dam push-up before he spo ed me. I
waited behind a tree and as the boar
emerged around the push-up I was
presented with a 10m broadside shot
a double lung shot and the boar
went down on the spot. I thought
he had a reasonable set of ivory, but
when later measured he was just short
of the 25pt trophy mark as were the
other boars that I had taken.
Back in camp in the early afternoon, we packed up as much gear as
possible and se led in for an early
night. e had decided to have one
last hunt in the morning at the Toothy
Boar Swamp and then finish packing
and head for Chillagoe. It would be a
long drive
At the swamp, we glassed the area
and picked out a pig ploughing up the
mud off to the side of the dam. The
ivory protruding from the jaw of the
pig had the adrenaline pumping this
was the one Ma chose to do a sweep
around the dam to use the cover
provided to get in close to the boar,
whereas I chose to just move straight
in. The boar was more interested in his
ploughing job than us hunters so I was
easily able to get in to the last point
of cover, ranged at a very manageable

This boar went
down a er a
double lung shot

Ma had an easy
stalk in on this
boar
35yd. I drew and se led between pins
and released, only to see my arrow do
some ploughing of its own under the
pig’s belly and disappear into the mud.
The pig was unperturbed and
continued his work, so I drew again
(should have ranged him again first),
se led and released and the result
was the same, except that I must have
clipped his leg. e tore off past Ma .
At 10m, Ma fired and he too missed
with his arrow going under the belly of
the pig (at least Ma had the excuse
that the animal was in somewhat of a
hurry ). ouble drama
e went back to camp and
departed by early afternoon after a
stop at the homestead to let them
know we were leaving the property.
To cut the story of a long and tortuous journey short, we covered the
2 5km into Chillagoe in under seven

hours, spent the night and then I
headed to Atherton where the car
was to be fixed. That trip took many
hours as the vehicle was losing more
and more power. I had eight nights
in Atherton (compliments of the
ACQ) before the car was ready. In
my particular car, the engine has to
be removed to replace the drive belts
(the problem) and of course once the
engine is out it’s a good idea to replace
the clutch plate et cetera at the same
time it was an expensive exercise.
I’ve seen everything there is to see in
Atherton and had a drink in every pub,
but I will be back next year for another
hunt. I ask you, what could possibly go
wrong
The writer of this story
wins a threepack of
TUSKER SPIRIT
broadheads
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SCOTT HEIMAN

Bushcraft &Survival
BACK

TO

BASICS

Prevention is better than cure
ver the past few issues, we’ve
talked about the principles of survival. There’s a lot more still to tell,
but today we’re going to strip things
back a bit and discuss our day-to-day
habits, particularly around hydration.
et’s consider what these habits do to
condition us either well, or poorly
for the time we spend out bush. ith
a bit of common sense and a few wise
sayings to guide us, we can do a lot to
remain in good shape on a hunt, even
if conditions become harsher than we
expected. As they say, prevention is
be er than cure.
ra n a
ta

The hunter’s version of ‘train as you
fight fight as you train’
68
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o
t
o tra n
Army saying

So, what does this saying mean It
means that it’s important to undertake

realistic training, especially for those
tasks that are repetitive, in order to
develop muscle memory. The purpose
is to make actions instinctive. Carry
the same gear, and the right gear, each
time in the same place. This way, when
the real deal happens, you don’t have
to think about it. Another reason to
train is to make sure your gear is fit
for purpose. Through training, you
identify all the things that jingle and
jangle and you tape them up. Then
you know your kit won’t make a sound
when you wear it out in the scrub.
Finally, training ensures that you’re
fit for your gear. That is, you’ve conditioned your body to carry the weight
and fixed all those rub points.
hile training is important in the
military, it’s equally important in other
walks of life including bowhunting.
ou need to know your gear. hile you

ut some ral ehydrating
Salts in your survival kit

These are good to use before, during
and a er a hunt

Try a li le lemon or lime uice in your
water
may be participating in a club shoot or
field competition today, tomorrow you
may be hunting. So if you’re smart, you
use your training’ activities around
the range to help prepare yourself for
heading bush. This makes you be er at
what you do and minimises your exposure to unnecessary risks.
To understand what I mean, how
about se ng yourself a challenge
eview a random selection of back
issues of Archery Action and spot how
many photos show a hunter carrying
water whether in a water bo le or a
Camelbak. I’m going to suggest that
there will be far fewer examples than
there ought to be. In my own review of
three random copies, I found just three
photos of archers with water-carrying vessels in the field or on the hunt.
Indeed, in one of the maga ines there
were no examples at all

These tips apply to hunting as well as bushwal ing
This led me to think about how
often I’d seen people on the range
without a water bo le. et, what’s the
first thing my fellow archers reach for
when they step off the range at the
end of the day It’s not water.
It’s the same deal with other bits of
necessary kit. Many of us don’t seem
to switch on’ before we head out.
e wander out to the first peg without a pencil, a eatherman to retrieve
an arrow from a tree, or a whistle to
a ract a ention if something goes
wrong. It seems that some people simply assume that someone else will sort
things out for them if they don’t sort
them out for themselves.
The trouble in taking this approach
is that you’re habituating a relaxed
a tude that can easily get you into
trouble in the bush.
All this brings me to the third princi-

ple of survival ater. Today we won’t
talk about how to find it and purify it.
e’ll cover that in an upcoming issue.
Instead, let’s consider whether or
not as a group of archers we take
water seriously enough. And if not,
what should we be doing about it
ort t ma e
on de a
Nana’s saying
Now, I’ve been on my fair share of
hunting trips with mixed groups over
the 3 years I’ve been a member of the
ABA. And in that time, I can identify
individuals who have not carried even
a simple one-litre water bo le with
them. hen Camelbaks hit the market
some years back, the rate of watercarry improved. But I notice that, in
most cases, people seem to favour
ARCHERY ACTION
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sound pre y debilitating, don’t they
a on o r weat
not o r water
Survival saying
In 1998, an Austrian tourist died
near ake Eyre. er vehicle was bogged
and she a empted to walk back to the
odnada a Track for help. The policeman who found her body noted that in
her backpack were containers of water
holding a combined total of .5 litres
of water. Nearby there was a ca le
trough full of water. et the Coroner’s
report was that her death was due to
dehydration as well as heat exhaustion
and exposure.
r or re ara on re ent
oor er orman e
Military adage

This go ernment poster can gi e you an idea of how hydrated you are
at any time
the smallest possible pack. Is it any
wonder they often stumble back into
camp and immediately reach for the
longest drink they can find
The trouble is that by allowing
yourself to become dehydrated on
the first day you’re out hunting,
there’s a danger of compounding
the problem the following day, and
so on. This means that if you get lost
or have an accident a few days into a
hunt, you’re already on the back foot
regarding hydration which can mean
that ma ers will deteriorate far more
0
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quickly than they would otherwise.
ehydration can lead to serious
complications including heat injury
ranging in severity from mild heat
cramps to heat exhaustion or potentially life-threatening heatstroke.
That’s not good if you’re a hundred
miles from anything.
ther conditions related to
dehydration
include
depression,
constipation, hypertension (high blood
pressure), kidney stones, uremia,
gallstones, kidney disease, joint
complications and death which all

To prevent dehydration, you need
to drink adequate amounts of water.
There are many opinions on how
much water is enough (noting that
you also absorb water from the food
you eat). ealth authorities commonly
recommend about two litres of water
per day, but that’s for si ng-on-yourbackside city types. For hard work,
you need to consume far more—and if
you’re in the tropics, add more again
(particularly if you’re not acclimatised
to the environment).
If you find it hard to drink plain
water all day, infusing water with fruit
is a good way to add avour without
adding artificial sugars. A trick I learned
from an old bushy (my ad) 0 years
back was to squee e a li le lemon
juice into my water bo le. It helps
the body to absorb more of the water
into the system and it simply tastes
be er which means that there’s an
unconscious desire to drink more than
you might otherwise. Just remember
that there are acids and natural sugars
in fruit so it’s important to maintain
good dental hygiene. The same applies

with drinks like Poweraid.
To develop other good habits of
hydration, consider drinking a cup of
water when you get out of bed in the
morning before you reach for your
hot brew. A 00ml cup of water will
put you well on your way towards the
recommended two litres a day water
intake. Also, when you drink water on
an empty stomach, the uid can pass
through your stomach and large intestine into your bloodstream in as li le
as five minutes. This compares with
the two hours it may take the same
water to pass into your system if you
drink it with a meal.
ear
tw e a da
Army saying
ow much uid you lose from your
body on any given day will depend on
the circumstances. If you’re simply
standing in a treestand you’ll sweat a
lot less than if you’re hiking off a mesa
in the Channel Country. If you’re from
down south and you find yourself in
northern Queensland, the Northern
Territory or
estern Australia, the
humidity will suck more out of you
than you might expect.
evelop a habit of actually looking
at the colour of your urine and learning
to recognise what it says about your
level of dehydration. ydration levels
will vary throughout the day based on

ill your on board fridge with the right stu
how much uid you’re consuming and
what you’re doing. If your urine goes
yellow, you’re dehydrated, so drink
water. hen your urine is clear again,
you’ll know you’re well hydrated.
emaining hydrated doesn’t mean
chugging down a couple of litres in one
go. If you do that, up to 90 per cent
of it will go straight back out of you
in the form of urine Instead, studies
have shown that drinking water slowly
throughout the whole day helps maintain hydration.
o o e t
eed t
Nana’s saying
It’s normal to lose water from your
body every day by sweating, breathing, peeing, and pooping, and through

tears and saliva (spit). But it’s worth
remembering too that it’s not just
water that you’re losing. Sweat consists of both water and electrolytes.
The primary electrolytes in sweat are
sodium and chloride. Potassium, urea,
lactate, amino acids, bicarbonate and
calcium are also found. Approximately
one per cent of the total volume of
sweat consists of proteins, including
immunoglobulins (proteins that function as antibodies) and glycoproteins
(proteins joined to carbohydrates
which perform a range of functions in
the body).
Knowing that you’re losing
more than just water in your bodily
excretions tells you that you need to
put other things back into your body
to balance the system. So next time
you’re shopping, consider buying some

amelba s The one on the le is
the one on the right is a litre smaller
hoose the right capacity for your
hunting needs
ARCHERY ACTION
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Talking of fruit, you should be
eating up to two-and-a-half cups of it
a day. Fruit is full of vitamins, minerals
and essential nutrients, including
potassium, fibre, vitamin C and folate
(folic acid). Fruit also holds water so
pieces of fruit are a magic mix to keep
a bowhunter on the hunt. The fibre will
also help retain water in the digestive
tract, especially in the intestines
where it will slow the passage of the
water and allow it to be absorbed over
a longer time.
ach person should carry their own gear
oral rehydration salts and tucking
them into your first-aid kit. These
things come in effervescent tablets like
Berocca or sachets that look like soup
mix. rop some into water when you
get back from a hunt and drink it
before you reach for any other lwifeenhancing’ beverage.
It’s a well known survival tactic that
one teaspoon of sugar and a third of
a teaspoon of salt in a litre of water
makes a good emergency electrolyte
solution. Think of this the next time
you’re in a fast food joint when you’re
looking at the sachets of sugar and
salt. Perhaps you might like to put a
couple of sachets in your survival kit
for when the fit really hits the shan’.
Some may find it odd to consider

that humans can’t drink sea water but
nevertheless need salt in their uids
to stay hydrated. It’s all about the
concentration. Salts actually help the
body absorb more water and retain
it Salt keeps your cells hydrated and
help nutrients travel from your small
intestine to the rest of your body.
ithout a proper salt intake, your cells
aren’t so good at keeping water. So
consider adding a small pinch of salt to
your pre-breakfast cup of water.
And don’t think that drinking coconut water is a fad for the - eneration
it’s Mother Nature’s atorade that
contains easily digestible carbohydrates in the form of sugar and electrolytes. It actually has four times the
amount of potassium in a banana.

Answers to last issue’s crossword
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e re ared
Baden Powell saying
All this goes to show that an
ounce of prevention is be er than
a pound of cure. The guidelines
here won’t guarantee that you’ll
stay safe on your next hunt. But if
an emergency occurs, being well
hydrated may be the one critical
factor that helps pull you through.
as well, chances are that if you
start exercising discipline around
maintaining your individual hydration,
you may also start to practice other
life-preserving routines to help
support you in the outdoors. For
example, maybe you’ll always carry
the necessary gear to help protect
yourself from the elements, have a
decent first aid kit with you, and have
effective communication options.
ver the next few columns we’ll
talk about other survival principles,
including how to source safe water
so you can stay hydrated if you’re
in an emergency situation and your
Every ay Carry (E C) supplies start
to dwindle. Meanwhile, keep your
eyes peeled at the next club event to
see who around you looks like they’re
developing good hunting habits
by wearing their hunting gear and
carrying water. opefully you’ll be one
of them.

Vale
Peter John Fryda
.12.1959-9.3.2020
Peter took up bowhunting in
1980 and joined the ABA in 1983.
Peter was an active bowhunter
and very enthusiastic in encouraging others to have a go at the challenge of bowhunting.
Peter’s passion for bowhunting extended to taking on many
ABA club positions to help promote and educate new and current bowhunters, such as Club
Measurer, BPC fficer, Club President and a multitude of other
positions.
As a member of the ABA, Peter
submi ed a total of 3 8 bowhunting claims which consisted of 2 2
game award, 115 Trophy Class and
11 ecord Class claims. Those of
you who bowhunt would understand the time and effort that
went into those results.
Peter’s photo albums were
custom made and very impressive
and included not only photos of
his own hunting forays but also a
lot of photos of his bowhunting
mates from many of his hunting
trips.
In support of all bowhunting,
Peter was also a member of Trophy Takers.
As a bowhunter, Peter would
put bowhunting first then the
actual hunt second.

ARCHERY ACTION
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In the zone
In my youth

I have always loved camping out in
the great outdoors and I can’t see that
this passion will ever diminish. Even as I
age in years and my body can no longer
do the things it used to do without me
paying for it later, I am still drawn to the
bush. Not a day goes by where I am not
mentally planning an overnighter somewhere with Digs in tow. Being as one
with nature and camping out under the
stars while listening to the night owls or
a fox yapping in search of its mate, really
gets into the blood. Going bush teaches
us lessons in life, but more importantly,
it is soul cleansing.
I simply cannot understand Mrs
Sprui . er idea of camping and sleeping
rough is a hotel room with a four-and-ahalf-star rating instead of her preferred
five. I guess each to his (her) own, but
that does not mean I understand it or
indeed, have any desire to be a part of
it. I tried it once. A few years back we
did spend three nights in an exclusive
motel overlooking arling arbour
in Sydney. I am being honest when I
say the city lights at night were quite
spectacular, but more importantly, I can
now comfortably say to all and sundry,
“Been there and done that.” Nature is
my preferred option. hat be er ceiling
can you have over you than the Milky
ay on a crystal clear night
I cannot recall when my love of the
great outdoors began. I know I was very
young. Of course, my parents would
not let me camp out overnight on my
74
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by Nils Spruitt

own as a youngster. At the time I could
not understand their concern, but now
as someone who has himself raised a
family, I fully comprehend the ma er.
To be quite frank, I don’t think my
father was all that keen on camping
although he never did try to purge me
of my dreams and wishes. My father
worked two jobs. e just didn’t really
have the time to explore the local bush
with his eldest boy on more than a
handful of occasions, but surprisingly
he did know a thing or two—important
things like where to set a rabbit trap so
you wouldn’t catch the ki ens, how and
where to put up your tent in case of a
sudden turn in the weather and how to
light a fire with damp wood.
To be fair to my father, this knowledge is not something you can learn in
a book. Actually, I never ever saw my
father read a book although he always

read the daily newspaper after our
evening meal. e was not much for television or listening to music but he did
enjoy his paper. At some stage in his life,
the bushlore he did possess was probably passed down to him by his father. I
never really found out because when I
was 16 and he 41, my father was tragically killed in a motor vehicle accident on
his way home from one of his two jobs.
This event robbed me of ever really getting to know him the way a son should
get to know his father and vice versa. I
would give anything to have been able
to have spent time with him when we
were both older … perhaps when he was
retired. I can think of nothing be er for
a son than to be si ng with his father
around a campfire on a cool winter’s
night cha ng about life, hunting, bows
and without even realising it, learning to
be just like him.

Not long after the death of my ad,
I was confronted by one of life’s major
crossroads. I could have so easily been
in uenced by the pressure of partying,
drinking, drugs and always taking the easy
route. ithout that fatherly guidance,
my life could have been a total shambles,
but I chose wisely. I like to think that in
the short time I spent with my father, he
did instil in me some degree of honour,
self worth and respect which led me to
more often than not, select the correct
path in life. I am also inclined to believe
that my total admiration for the bush also
played some part in those life-changing
decisions, but I digress.
hen my age reached double digits
and I was finally allowed to camp out,
my eagerness was intense. I couldn’t
wait for the weekends! On Friday
afternoons after school I would saddle
up my pushbike and ride the 7km to my
mate’s farm nestled at the foot of the
Great Dividing Range. Or I would simply
load up my half dozen rabbit traps,
groundsheet and sleeping bag and head
to one of the local rabbit hotspots to trap
and camp. I loved it, and so did Trixie my
fox terrier. e were never really all that
successful, but I always had food in my
old Boy Scouts backpack for the two of
us. ood times I often think about
those days with some degree of longing.
As a child you really don’t have
responsibilities apart from making sure
you’ve done your homework and a few
household chores. These tasks are small
fry compared to what gets thrown at
you when you leave school, get a job and
start to make your way in the grown-up
world. Then comes marriage and a family and life as you know it—or used to
know it—simply evaporates around you.
It was about this time when, with a family of my own, I actually understood my
father more. is responsibility as the
sole provider for the family was non-negotiable for him and he did a fine job,
albeit at the expense of spending much
time with his two boys. I wish I’d had the
chance to tell him that.

My ad was never one for hunting
although he seemed to understand
that his eldest son was smi en by the
pursuit of game. Back then there were
no firearm restrictions whatsoever and
when I turned 12, I badgered him to buy
me a ri e for my birthday. To his credit
he did look into it, but decided against
it. I never did find out why. hen my
mother broke the news to me I opted
for plan B, which was a bow. Bowhunting and bowhunters were an oddity
back then although, if memory serves
me correctly, the famous actor illiam
Shatner who played Captain Kirk in the
Star Trek series, was himself a bowhunter and actually did a spot of hunting
in Australia on one of his visits. I remember reading about it in one of Mum’s TV
Weeks (true story).
Obviously my Dad was okay with the
concept of archery—although he knew
nothing whatsoever about bows and did
seem a bit confused by the concept. On
my birthday, I was presented with my
first fully fibreglass longbow of around
22lb draw weight and half a dozen cedar
arrows. For the next two or three years,
I covered a lot of ground with that bow
and while it took me a long time (think a
year or two), I did eventually put a cedar
shaft through a luckless rabbit. As every
archer knows, you cannot simply string a
bow and become instantly proficient. It
takes time and lots of practice. The only
place I had to practise was my backyard
and the paddocks behind. Rubber targets were not even thought of back then
so I just used a box filled with ad’s old
papers. I remember breaking and losing
a lot of arrows. (Actually, not much has
changed in that department.)
I had an after-school job as a paperboy by then, but the mere pi ance we
lads were paid was never enough to
pay for replacement arrows so I tried
making my own with dowel purchased
from the hardware store. The feathers
and nocks I purchased from a big sports
store in ollongong. (I had never heard
of a etching jig.) To say my home-made

arrows were mediocre is being kind. In
reality, they were useless. Nevertheless,
I did in time become quite a good shot
with my longbow, but only with purchased arrows which I received on special occasions.
The Christmas prior to my father’s
accident was a memorable one for me.
I received my first Ben Pearson recurve.
I really loved that bow. I cannot recall
the model and as far as I am aware it still
survives to this day as I handed it over to
my mate whose parents owned the farm
I used to camp out on. I did this when I
had saved up enough to buy a second
Pearson recurve with a bit more hunting
poundage behind it. During the interim
years I had been introduced to pig hunting by an uncle and my first Pearson at
38lb draw weight was just not quite up to
the mark even though it was perfect for
rabbits. I eventually took two pigs with
the new bow and a nice billy, but then I
fell to the lure of the compound and that
is where I will end this story for now.
I cannot say I had a bad childhood.
Quite the contrary, really, as I never really
seemed to want for much although I
did always work for it which is how it
is supposed to be … or at least, that is
how I see it. I am quite proud of the fact
I have never been on social welfare. I
guess watching my father come home
from one job only to disappear again
on the weekends and every Friday night
to another, taught me that we must
all work in order to get ahead in life. I
would like to think that my two children
have learned that from me. If nothing
else, I can be comfortable knowing I did
my part in that regard.
The loss of my father at such a young
age left a big hole in both my heart and
my life. I still miss him. Sometimes when
I’m si ng in camp watching the sunset
with Chloe curled faithfully at my feet,
I think about the short time we had
together and dream of explaining to him
the lure of bows and bowhunting. e
just never did understand the a raction.
ntil next time.
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Archery Alliance of Australia

2020
SHOOT CALENDAR

All group archery events have ceased until further notice. In the event of the C I -19 government
restrictions being lifted, please check with your association to ascertain which events will be going ahead.
3DAAA has advised that sanctioned and special events on the calendar are to be postponed/suspended indefinitely for 2020,
but a contingency plan is being created should the opportunity prevent itself for the remainder of the season. Keep up to date at
www. daaa. om.a new
Archery Australia is postponing all events for the foreseeable future. Check for updates at

ar er .or .a

ate t new

us ral an o un ers sso ation has cancelled shoots and activities until May 31, subject to further review. Currently there is a plan
to hold the two postponed national competitions the ABA Safari and the IFAA National Field Archery Championships as a combined
event in Queensland at ide Bay Archers from September 29 to ctober . The latest news is at
www. ow nter .or .a
The ABA hopes many of its June and July shoots will go ahead if restrictions are lifted in time. June: Mallee Sunset Field Archers ,
ABA/3 ( th-8th) Mackay istrict Bowmen, ABA ( th), Mount Isa istrict Bowhunters, ABA ( th) Townsville istrict Bowhunters, ABA
( th) inchinbrook Bowmen , Branch B Safari (13th-1 th) Charters Towers Bowhunters, ABA (1 th) Full Boar Archers, 3 /IFAA (1 th)
Macalister Trophy Bowhunters , ABA (1 th) Moranbah Field Archers , ABA (20th-21st) Namoi alley Archers , ABA (20th-21st) ilydale
Bowhunters , ABA (20th-21st), Collinsville Bowhunters, ABA (21st) inchinbrook Bowmen,ABA (21st) Kurrimine Beach Archers, 3
(21st) Mackay istrict Bowmen, 3 (21st) Pacific Bowmen , ABA (2 th-28th) ead Centre Bowhunters , ABA (28th) Freds Pass Field
Archers , ABA (28th) Full Boar Archers, ABA (28th). July: Mackay istrict Bowmen , ABA ( th-5th) ower Eyre Peninsular Archers ,
ABA ( th-5th) Mount Isa istrict Bowhunters, ABA (5th) Phoenix Field Archers of Sale , IFAA (5th) Freds Pass Field Archers , NT Titles
(11th-1 th) Charters Towers Bowhunters, ABA (12th) Full Boar Archers, 3 /IFAA (12th) Townsville istrict Bowhunters, ABA (12th)
arling owns Field Archers , C vs ABA (18th-19th) enue TBA , Branch E IFAA Indoor (18th-19th) Shellharbour Bowmen , Branch
ABA Titles (18th-19th) estern Plains Archers , State 3 Titles (18th-19th) Collinsville Bowhunters, ABA (19th) inchinbrook Bowmen,
ABA (19th) Kurrimine Beach Archers, 3 (19th) Mackay istrict Bowmen, 3 (19th) Silver City Archers , ABA/3 (25th-2 th) Full Boar
Archers, ABA (2 th). o not assume these shoots are definitely on hec with your Branch before ma ing any plans to a end

Black type shows ABA events, green type represents Archery Australia events and blue type denotes 3DAAA events,
na ona e ent are n red. oot mar ed w t an are ro
ar
a on e ent

advertisement
darryl reeks archery
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The Last Word

What is it with Australia lately? We’ve had the fires and then lots of
flooding in various places, followed by the great toilet paper famine.
I went for weeks and weeks without seeing TP in the supermarket
at my weekly shop. It didn’t matter which supermarket I went to,
the shelves were as bare as a baby’s, umm, gums. We picked up a
sixpack hibernating at another property of ours so we could keep
feeding the loo. By the time we were down to two rolls, I was thinking, “Oh poop, I should have tried a bit harder to find a supply.”
But just the other day, in the nick of time, our household celebrated
a Red Letter Day (well actually a White Toilet Paper Day) when, for
the first time since the COVID-19 problems started in Oz, we found
some toilet paper at IGA. Talk about a hallelujah moment—I think
I may have heard the angels singing! Up until that moment we’d
been eyeing off the phone book (yes, we still receive one of those
dinosaurs) with mingled hope and trepidation. Still, I’m sure that
counting every sheet instead of the usual joyful, indiscriminate flick
of the roll has been very good for my character. And the environment. Or at least our septic system.
It certainly has been a time of flood, fire and pestilence. And I guess
that if a true famine comes along, lots of people have stores of rice,
pasta, tinned tomatoes and other pantry non-perishables. Oh yes,
and dunny rolls, if they get really hungry.

Australian Bowhunters Association Inc TM (Inc in NT No AO1978C)

ABA

GST tax invoice

SHOP
Name
Address
P/Code
ABA number
ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE

* Available to TBA members only
# Available only to members who have qualified. Please enclose
copy of letter of acknowledgement from BH Division.

PAYMENT DETAILS

Enclosed is cheque/money order for $________
payable to Australian Bowhunters Association
Pay by credit card—fill out details below:

Card Number 6

Product (Prices include GST)
ABA Cloth Badge
ABA Metal Badge
ABA Car Sticker
ABA Proficiency Badges (eg, 300+)
ABA Junior Advanced Badge
ABA Cub Advanced Badge
ABA Target ID Cards
ABA Coloured Identification Card
National Bowhunter Education Manual
National Measuring Manual
Welcome to Field Archery
IFAA Cloth Badge
IFAA Metal Badge
IFAA Chevron (eg, Hunter)
Robin Hood Cloth Badge
Robin Hood Metal Badge
*TBA Car Sticker
*TBA Metal Badge
*TBA Cloth Badge
#Game Award Badge
#Game Award, T/C & R/C Chevrons
ABA Peaked Caps

$ .

10.00
8.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
19.00
10.00
14.00
10.00
8.00
4.00
9.00
8.00
4.00
8.00
10.00
9.00
6.00
15.00

Qty Size/Type Cost

Total

NAME OF CARDHOLDER (print)

Visa
Mastercard

Expiry Date (mm yy)

GST ABN 79 750 431 225

Signature

Forward with payment to:
Australian Bowhunters Assoc
PO Box 5124 Brendale Qld 4500
(07) 3256 3976
or email credit card order to:
officemanager@bowhunters.org.au
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MEMBERSHIP FORM
Preferred method of receiving
Archery Action
digitally online
hard copy (mailed)

Post completed form to:
ffice Manager ABA
P Box 512
Brendale Qld 500
Phone (0 ) 325 39

enewal
New Member
ABA Membership N ...........................

I, (full name) ..............................................................................................................
of (street

(M-F) ....................

name) ........................................................ (town-city) ..................................... (p-code) ...........

Postal address (P

Box )............................................ (town-city) ...................................... (p-code) ..........

Phone number ...........................................................

ate of birth ...../...../.....

Email address.........................................................................

ABA Number

ate of Birth

Card Number 6

NAME F CA

TM

and or d an e em er
or e
n mem er
M’ship s Allocated
12 months
3 years in advance
Adults
5
205
Juniors-Cubs
50
1 5
Families
1 0
35
ew em er
mont mem er
n d n o n n ee
eceipt Number
Adults
100
Juniors-Cubs
5
Computer Entered
Families
205
PENSI NE ISC NT educt 10 from fees listed.
M’ship Forwarded
Quote Pension Benefit Card Number ...............................................................
All fees include ST
Note ates of birth must be shown for all persons listed. Club name must be shown. Family membership applies only
to parents and their children under 18 years of age. Separate single membership must be taken for children over 18
years. Couples without children under 18 years also pay separate single membership. In the case of family renewals, state
ABA membership numbers. If insufficient space, use additional form.

ST ABN 9 50 31 225

ASS CIATI N

ASSSECIATI
N
N
SE N

ICE

The Australian Bowhunters Association Inc reserves the right to refuse, suspend or terminate the membership of
any person whose conduct contravenes the Constitution, ules and Policies of Association of the ABA. Failure to
provide information sought or supply of incorrect information may result in application being rejected.

ST TA IN

I am prepared to accept the responsibility for the above applicants who are under the age of 18 years, until they a ain such
age.
Parent- uardian Signature
ABA Number if Applicable

APPLICATION FORM FOR MEMBERSHIP TO THE

Male-Female

AUSTRALIAN BOWHUNTERS ASSOCIATION

Full Name of Applicant

ATE (Inc in NT No A019 8C)

I agree my contact details can be provided to form a contact list to be used within the Australian Bowhunters Association only.
f you do not agree tic this box
Signature of Applicant
I enclose the required fees of ................
I, the applicant above, also wish to make application for membership of ABA (Inc) on behalf of the following persons, who are
members of my family and reside at my address

P

I am a member of .......................................................................................................... (Club)

INC

do hereby wish to make application for membership of the Australian Bowhunters Association Inc (ABA), and if accepted, do
undertake to conduct my/our membership in accordance with the Constitution, ules, Policies and Code of Ethics of the ABA.
Additionally, I/we acknowledge that Field Archery and Bowhunting are shooting sports conducted in the natural environment
which can impose inherent risks and this application is made in full recognition of the Association’s requirement for responsible and ethical behaviour. I/ e undertake to do all in my/our power to preserve the good image of the sport and ABA. I/
e understand that members breaking the Code of Ethics and/or ABA’s regulations may be subject to sanctions as per the
Constitution.

E (print)

Visa
Mastercard

Expiry ate (mm yy)

8
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Signature
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Fully Guided Hunts for:
Red Deer - March/April from $1800 (5 days) includes a doe,
trophy fee if stag taken.
Chital Deer - Jan to May from $3000 (5 days) includes a stag
and unlimited does.
Buffalo - June to August (6 days) fully guided hunts, POA.
Wild Boar - Aug to Oct from $4000 (10 days).

All prices are a guide only as people require
different options so please call for a quote.
Hunts are all inclusive except: Alcohol and
Trophy Fees (Trophy Fees on application)
Indemnity Waiver to be signed at pickup.
Special Hunts are available from time to time
so if you are flexible you can get a great deal
on some hunts. All you have to do is get on
the emergency list and you are notified every
time a special deal comes along.
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